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FOREWORD 

High energy costs and depleting ore reserves combine to make process evaluation and optimization a challenging 
goal in the 80's. The spectacular growth of computer technology in the same period has resulted in widely available 
computing power that can be distributed to the most remote mineral processing operations. The SPOC project, 
initiated at CANMET in 1980, has undertaken to provide Canadian industry with a coherent methodology for process 
evaluation and optimization assisted by computers. The SPOC Manual constitutes the written base of this meth-
odology and covers most aspects of steady-state process evaluation and simulation. It is expected to facilitate 
industrial initiatives in data collection and model upgrading. 

Creating a manual covering multidisciplinary topics and involving contributions from groups in universities, industry 
and governnnent is a complex endeavour. The reader will undoubtedly notice some heterogeneities resulting from the 
necessary compromise between ideals and realistic objectives or, more simply, from oversight. Critiques to improve 
future editions are welcomed. 

D. Laguitton 
SPOC Project Leader 
Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology 

AVANT-PROPOS 

La croissance des coûts de l'énergie et l'appauvrissement des gisements ont fait de l'évaluation et de l'optimisation 
des procédés un défi des années 80 au moment même où s'effectuait la dissémination de l'informatique jusqu'aux 
concentrateurs les plus isolés. Le projet SPOC, a été lancé en 1980 au CANMET, en vue de développer pour 
l'industrie canadienne, une méthodologie d'application de l'informatique à l'évaluation et à l'optimisation des pro-
cédés minéralurgiques. Le Manuel SPOC constitue la documentation écrite de cette méthodologie et en couvre les 
différents éléments. Les retombées devraient en être une vague nouvelle d'échantillonnages et d'amélioration de 
modèles. 

La rédaction d'un ouvrage couvrant différentes disciplines et rassemblant des contributions de groupes aussi divers 
que les universités, l'industrie et le gouvernement est une tâche complexe. Le lecteur notera sans aucun doute des 
ambiguïtés ou contradictions qui ont pu résulter de la diversité des sources, de la traduction ou tout simplement 
d'erreurs. La critique constructive est encouragée afin de parvenir au format et au contenu de la meilleure qualité 
possible. 

D. Laguitton 
Chef du projet SPOC, 
Centre canadien de la technologie des minéraux et de l'énergie 
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ABSTRACT 

The STAMP progrann is a conversational package dedicated to experimental data analysis. STAMP features data entry 
and data file maintenance, various regression methods (including simple linear regression, multiple linear regression, 
stepwise linear regression, polynomial regression) and three non-linear optimization algorithms (Powell, Simplex and 
Rosenbrock). Options selection is menu driven. 

This manual is a user's guide to the program and includes a detailed sample run. 

The version of the program described here (STAM P84) was written in FORTRAN for a Cyber 730 computer. It easily 
runs in a 70 K octal memory (56 K decimal) but uses file structure and FORTRAN routines specific to Cyber. A version 
is also available for an IBM environment. 

RÉSUMÉ 

Le programme STAMP est un logiciel conversationnel pour le traitement de données expérimentales. Il inclut un 
système d'édition et de maintenance d'un fichier de données, plusieurs types de régressions (régressions linéaires 
simples, régression linéaire multiple, régression linéaire par pas, régression polynomiale) et trois programmes 
d'optimisation non linéaire (méthodes de Powell, du Simplex et de Rosenbrock). Un système hiérarchisé de menus 
permet un accès aisé à chacune des options. 

Ce manuel est un guide de l'usager. À ce titre un exemple détaillé d'utilisation du programme est donné en appendice. 

Le langage de programmation utilisé est le FORTRAN. La version décrite dans le présent manuel (STAMP84) a été 
mise au point sur un Cyber 730 et fonctionne aisément dans une mémoire interactive de 70 K octal (56 K décimal). 
Elle fait appel à divers outils de programmation spécifiques à Cyber. Toutefois une autre version est aussi disponible 
pour un environnement IBM. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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1. PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 

Source Language: CDC FORTRAN extended 4.8. 
(Most routines dealing with statis-
tical methods comply with Amer-
ican National Standards Institute 
FORTRAN language as de-
scribed in X3.9 — 1966.) 
Routines related to file activity are 
installation dependent. These 
routines are identified in Section 
2.8. 

Availability: 	This is the STAMP84 version. All 
enquiries should be directed to: 

CANMET, 
Energy, Mines and Resources, 
Technology Information Divi-
sion, 
555 Booth Street, 
Ottawa, Ontario, 
K1A 0G1. 

Updated June 1984. 
This program may be updated as 
new statistical methods become 
available. 
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2. ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION 

21 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 
2.1.1 Introduction 
The concepts of modelling and simulation by computers 
have been used for about two decades. During this time-
span, several statistical packages have been devel-
oped, most of which cover the spectrum of statistical 
methods. 

In most of these packages, the user is required to have a 
good knowledge of the data in terms of where it is stored, 
access methods and the characteristics of the operating 
system. 

The STAMP program attempts to remove from its users 
most of the data management activities associated with 
statistical methods by providing a useful array of linear 
and non-linear modelling techniques and a comprehen-
sive data management facility. 

2.1.2 History 
The STAMP program was inspired by the SACADOS 
system developed at the Canadian Forestry Service, 
Department of the Environment (1). This system con-
sists of several statistical procedures and offers its users 
a comprehensive data management facility. It is written 
in APL and makes good use of APL's powerful oper-
ators. 

Another feature of APL used in the SACADOS system is 
the dynamic loading of required modules and data ele-
ments. This permits an efficient use of the limited work-
space. 

The STAMP program offers a similar capability by using 
module segmentation and direct access to the data. The 
following is a detailed presentation of the STAMP pro-
gram. 

2.1.3 The STAMP Program 
The purpose of the STAMP program is to offer compre-
hensive linear and non-linear modelling capabilities. 
This is accomplished by providing the users with the 
following principal modules: 

— editing of data 

— plots/scattergrams 

— descriptive statistics 

— simple correlation 

— regressions 

— non-linear optimization. 

In each module, the user is guided with comprehensive 
menus. All menus contain two common choices that 

allow the user to view the options of the current module 
(by entering 99) or to exit the current module (by enter-
ing 0). 

The following is a description of these modules. 

2.1.3.1 Editing of data 

The EDIT module allows the user to modify the contents 
of the data files. The user can modify an existing vari-
able, add a new variable, delete an existing variable or 
examine the file content. 

A — Modifying a variable 
When this option is selected, the user can add an obser-
vation to an existing variable, delete an observation, 
reenter a complete set of observations, reenter a com-
plete set via a function, or modify an observation. 

B — Creating a variable 
There are two ways to add a new variable in the data 
files. The first method is to enter observations one at a 
time and the second method is to enter them with a 
function of existing variables. 

C — Deleting a variable 
This option allows the user to permanently remove a 
variable from the data files. 

D — Examining variables 
This option allows the user to list the variables in the 
data files. It lists the variable name, description and the 
nurriber of observations. It also permits the user to 
examine the values of the variables. 

2.1.3.2 Plotting of variables 

This module produces two types of graphics. The first 
type allows the user to plot the observations of a variable 
against its position in the array (X(I) vs I) and the second 
type allows the user to plot variable pairs (scattergram). 
The module also provides the option of examining the 
data file content. 

2.1.3.3 Descriptive statistics 

This module allows the user to obtain descriptive statis-
tics on a given variable. Observations of the selected 
variable are also listed. The descriptive statistics are: 

— minimum value 

— maximum value 

— average 

— standard deviation. 

2 



2.1.3.4 Correlation 

The correlation option allows the user to create a cor-
relation matrix of up to ten variables. The lower triangle 
of the matrix is displayed. 

2.1.3.5 Regressions 

This module allows the user to build and verify the 
adequacy of a model by using regression techniques. 
Four regression techniques are offered in STAMP and 
make up the options of this module. The user may also 
examine the variables in the data files. The four tech-
niques are: 

— multiple linear regression 

— simple weighted linear regression 

— stepwise linear regression 

— polynomial regression. 

In each of these techniques, the user may save the 
residuals and estimates in the files as new variables. 

Details regarding the use of these modules and related 
options are given in Sections 2.3 (Data Input) and 4.1 
(Operating Instructions). 

2.1.3.6 Non-linear optimization 

The purpose of this module is to solve the problem of the 
minimization of a non-linear multivariable function. That 
function must be edited by the user before running the 
non-linear optimization routines. The editing work has 
been reduced to the minimum: write the formula using 
conventional FORTRAN symbols and implicit functions. 
It must fit in a line of 80 characters. Three kinds of 
variables may be used: indexed variables, real con-
stants and search variables. When edited, the non-
linear function is computed using the values of the vari-
ables and constants provided by the user. Before calling 
the non-linear optimization routine, it is possible to 
guess repeatedly the values of the search variables and 
examine the corresponding function value. Therefore, 
the optimization process may start from a point close to 
the solution whenever possible. 

Three optimization packages are proposed: 

— Powell method 

— Simplex method 

— Rosenbrock method. 

Details regarding the NONLIN module are given in Sec-
tions 2.5.5 and 4.1.6. 

2.2 PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
The STAMP program limits the user to a maximum of 42 
observations. For correlation matrices and regressions, 
the user is allowed a maximum of ten variables. When 
editing the function in the non-linear optimization mod-
ule, a maximum of five indexed variables, nine real 
constants and nine search variables may be used. The 
non-linear function may use FORTRAN implicit func-
tions and must follow FORTRAN rules regarding levels 
of parentheses and priority of execution of operations. 
The function must fit in a an 80-character line, e.g., 

(K1*Z1 + Z2*V1 – V2)**2 

where K1 is a real constant, Z I  are search variables and 
V;  are experimental variables from the user's own files. 
This particular expression defines a least-square crite-
rion of the form (9 – y) 2  where 9 is a linear function of 
variable V. The intercept coefficient Z1 (here multiplied 
by a user-supplied constant K1) and the slope Z2 are the 
search variables, Z i . 

2.3 DATA INPUT 
This section describes two types of data entry in 
STAMP. The first type is associated with entering vari-
ables and observations in the user's data files and the 
second type, with responding to queries of STAMP. 

2.3.1 Entering Variables and Observations 
Variables and observations can be entered in STAMP 
on-line or in batch mode. 

2.3.1.1 On-line entry 

On-line entry is achieved in the EDIT module of STAMP 
(See 2.1.3.1 B). The system requests a variable name 
(up to four alphanumeric characters; extra characters 
are ignored). This code must be unique and must not be 
STOP. 

Following this, the system requests a variable descrip-
tion (up to 16 alphanumeric characters). 

The number of observations (numeric) is then requested 
(42 is the maximum allowed). 

Then the observations are entered (numeric). They may 
be entered in the same line separated by blanks or 
commas, or on different lines separated by a carriage 
return. 

3 



CORRE DOREG DSTATS EDI T INTRO PLOTS NONL IN 

2.5.2 

GETVAR 

2.5.3 

GETVAR 	 HOLD 

2.5. 4 2.5.5 

POLYRG SR SPOCLR 

DOREG 

EXAVAR INSTR INTMLR MODEL 

2.3.1.2 Batch entry 

The on-line method of entering data may be tedious and 
costly, particularly if there are several variables and 
observations. 

To speed up data entry, the creation of STAMP compati-
ble data files can be made outside the STAMP package. 
This operation is controlled by an independent program 
named ADSTAMP (see Section 2.6) and allows the user 
to create new data files or to extend old data files. 
ADSTAMP uses a conventional sequential file where 
new data is recorded according to the following format: 

BLOCK A: The status (format A3) of STAMP data files: 
NEW (to create new data files) or OLD (to 
append existing data files). 

BLOCK B: FORTRAN format to be used to read 
BLOCK E. The format should be written 
between brackets and use one record of 80 
characters maximum. 

BLOCK C: Each record in this block contains the name 
(format A4) and description (format 4A4) of 
a variable to be added. The number of rec-
ords in BLOCK C should be equal to the 
number of columns in BLOCK E. A max-
imum of 20 new variables is allowed. 

BLOCK D: STOP (mandatory, format A4). 

BLOCK E: The table of observations. The number of 
columns must be equal to the number of 
records in BLOCK C. A maximum of 42 rec-
ords will be read in the format specified in 
BLOCK B. 

2.3.1.3 Data file maintenance 

Every time a variable is modified by the user, the corre-
sponding records in STAMP data files are blanked and 
new records are appended. It is therefore necessary to 
clean up the STAMP data files from time to time in order 
to remove unused records. This operation is performed 
by a program called CLEANF. This program (see Sec-
tion 2.7) is independent of the STAMP package. It is the 
responsibility of the user to clean up the data files. 

2.3.2 Responding to Queries 
For all menus presented in STAMP, the user responds 
with a numeric entry. If an alphanumeric entry is made, 
the system requests a numeric entry. If the entry is 
outside the range of the menu, the menu is displayed. 

For Yes/No responses, the user enters Y for yes and N 
for no. 

When a listing is presented by STAMP, the user enters a 
"C" when the prompt "ENTER C to CONTINUE" 
appears. 

When a user enters variable names for a correlation 
matrix or a regression, a check is made on the number of 
observations. The number of observations must be the 
same for all variables involved. 

2.4 DATA OUTPUT 
A sample run showing the various modules and options 
is given in Appendix A. 

2.5 PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
In this section, all the routines in STAMP are presented 
in hierarchical form along with a brief description of their 
purpose. 

2.5.1 Main Line 
STAMP 

2.5.2 Regression Module 

1 	GETVAR 	1 	2.5 2.3 
2.5.4.1 	 2.5.2.1 	 2.5 2.2 	 2.5.2.4 

Subroutine DOREG is one of the principal modules. Its 
purpose is to present the options on regressions and 
access the programs selected by the user. 
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2.5.2.1 INTMLR: Interactive multiple linear
regression

I NTMLR

EXPVAR GETVAR MREGI MREG4

2.5.2.1A

MREGS MREG6 MREG7

2.5.2.1c

2.5.2.18 2.5.2.1D

A - MREG4

Subroutine MREG4 is called by the subroutine INTMLR.
Its purpose is to calculate regression. coefficients,
covariance matrix, T-values, Y-estimates and residual
mean square for multivariable linear regression.

The subroutines called by MREG4 are from the IBM
Scientific Subroutine Package:

MINV: inverts a matrix
TPRD: transposes a matrix and post-

multiplies it by another one
GMPRD: multiplies two matrices
SMPY: multiplies a matrix by a scalar.

B - MREG5

Subroutine MREG5 is called by subroutine INTMLR. Its
purpose is to find the standard deviation for each vari-
able, correlation of X versus Y, and the multiple correla-
tion coefficient.

It calls two subroutines which are part of the IBM Scien-
tific Subroutine Package:

MATA: premultiplies a matrix by its
transpose

SSUB: subtracts a scalar from a
matrix.

C - MREG6

MREG6

DCPY I PUTVAR I

Subroutine MREG6 is called by the subroutine INTMLR.
Its purpose is to display the regression calculation
results.

Subroutine DCPY is from the IBM Scientific Subroutine
Package:

DCPY: copies diagonal elements of a
matrix into a vector

PUTVAR: puts variables in the data file.

D - MREG7

MREG7

GMPRD GMTRA

Subroutine MREG7 is called bythe subroutine INTMLR.
Its purpose is to find the 95% confidence intervals for the
Y estimate and the parameters as well as the table of
variance.

It calls routines from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Pack-
age. They are GMTRA and GMPRD:

GMPRD: multiplies two matrices
GMTRA: transposes a matrix.

2.5.2.2 POLYRG

POLYRG

GETVAR POLRG

MINV

GDATA

ORDER

MULTR

5



SPOCLR 

HOLD 

PUT VAR  

LREG4C LREG4E LREG4F LREG4G 

HOLD 

The subroutine SPOCLR performs the analysis of linear 
data. The user selects one of the following linear regres-
sions: 

— X on Y 
— Y on X 
— weighted X and Y 
— orthogonal. 

The following is a brief description of subroutines: 

LREG4A: 	is called by the subroutine SPOCLR. Its 
purpose is to capture dependent and 
independent variables and to identify 
which type of linear regression is to be 
performed. It calls GETVAR, LREG4H. 

LREG4B: computes the required summations for 
regression. 

LREG4C: 	computes summary statistics. 

LREG4D: 	displays regression results. 

LREG4E: 	calculates table of residuals. 

LREG4F: 	calculates the analysis of variance table. 

LREG4G: 	calculates the confidence intervals for 
regression coefficients and estimated 
points. 

6 

Subroutine POLYRG sets up a model based on the 
algorithm of B. Ost le (2). The user needs to identify the 
dependent variable Y, the independent variable X, and 
the power assigned to X. The resulting model is: 

Y=  B. + 	+ B2X5 + + B.n,1  

The largest power that may be entered is ten. Powers of 
an independent variable are generated to calculate 
polynomials of successively increasing degrees. If there 
is no reduction in the residual sum of squares between 
two successive degrees of polynomials, the program 
terminates the problem before completing the analysis 
for the highest degree polynomial specified. 

2.5.2.3 SPOCLR: Simple weighted regression 

LREG4D LREG4A 

GET  VAR 

 LREG4B 

LREG4H 

SR 

STPRG 

STOUT 

HOLD 

EDIT 

2.5.2.4 SR: Stepwise regression 

CORRE2 HOLD PUT VAR  

Subroutine SR is the stepwise regression used in 
STAMP. It is based on the algorithm of Bennett and 
Franklin (3). 

To initiate the stepwise procedure, the user is required to 
enter control information as follows: 

— A constant value of proportion of sum of 
squares that will be used to limit the 
number of variables entering in the 
regression. (Unless the proportion of 
the sum of squares attributable to an 
entering variable is greater than this 
value, the variable will not be entered.) 

—A  selection code (0 to 3) assigned to 
each variable where: 

0 = independent variable and 
available for selection 

1 = independent variable to 
be forced in the regres-
sion 

2 = independent variable that 
may be deleted 

3 = dependent variable. 

2.5.3 EDIT 

GET  VAR MODIFY EXAVAR 

2.5.4.1 

INSER171 

CREATE 

FRMEOU 

2.5.3.1 STATS 

LREG4H: 	calculates the mean experimental vari- 
ance for repeat measurements. 

GETVAR: 	gets a variable from the file. 

2.5 3.2 



FRMEOU 

1 

FONCT 

BLDEXP 

(CASOI 0) 

EXTFTN I 
I 

2.5.3.1A 

TABLE OPERA T 

2.5.3.1A 

BLDEXP 
-, 

"------e ... 
e 

e 

....--,...., 

••.. ..›. 

.... 
s.. 

EXTFTN OPERA T TABLE 

ERREUR 

REPACK 

2.5.3.1A 	 2.5.3.1B 

Subroutine FRMEQU allows a user to form a mathe-
matical expression using up to five different variables, 
i.e., 

Y – f(X.,,X2,...,X,), n_-5_5 

It is a version of the CAS010 routine available in 
EMRLIB*. It was modified and segmented to reduce its 
working space and was renamed BLDEXP. 

The routines associated with FRMEQU and BLDEXP 
are as follows: 

A — EXTFTN, OPERAT, TABLE 

PTHESIS 

ERREUR 

Subroutine ARGUM is called when functions with two 
arguments are encountered to calculate values of each 
argument separately. 

C — PTHESIS 

FONCT OPERA T REPACK 

2.5.3.1B 

Subroutine PTHESIS scans for matching parentheses 
and determines whether the contents of a set of paren-
theses is an argument of a function or a group of vari-
ables separated by operators. 

PTHESIS 

I 
2.5.3.1C 

Subroutine EDIT allows the user to manipulate the data 
by modifying existing variables, adding a new variable, 
or deleting an existing variable. The user may also list 
the content of the data files. 

2.5.3.1 FRMEQU 

These three subroutines call the same subroutines 
ERREUR and REPACK. 

Following is a brief description of each. 

EXTFTN: 	searches for external FORTRAN func- 
tions. 

OPERAT: performs the basic FORTRAN operations. 

TABLE: 	sets up a table of codes to identify all legal 
characters as well as function names. 

ERREUR: provides a comprehensive error mes-
sage. 

REPACK: 	redefines the input strings. 

B — FONCT 

Subroutine FONCT performs the computation associ-
ated with the following functions: 

COS 	TAN SQRT 
TANH COSH SINH 
ASIN 	SIGN 
AMAX1 AMIN1 
ALOG10 ABS 

EXP 	SIN 
DIM 	ALOG 
ATAN ACOS 
AINT AMOD 
ATAN 2 F LOAT 

*Computer Science Centre, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, Ottawa 
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2.5.3.2 MODIFY

MODIFY

2.5.5 Non-Linear Optimization Module

NONLIN

GETVAR BLDEXP STATS

EDFUNC POWELL SIMPLX ROSENB

2.5.5.1 2.5.5.2 2.5.5.3 2.5.5.4

2.5.3.1

Subroutine MODIFY allows a user to change the obser-
vations of a given variable.

2.5.4 PLOTS

EXAVAR GETVAR

2.5.4.1
Subroutine PLOTS offers two types of line plots
described previously. When in this module, the user may
examine the contents of the data files.

2.5.4.1 EXAVAR

PLOTS

EXAVAR

LIST J ILISDATA

HOLD GETVAR

HOLD

When the NONLIN module is entered, the user is first
prompted to edit the function to be minimized (sub-
routine EDFUNC). Then the menu of NONLIN is pre-
sented and the user can choose one of the proposed
non-linear optimization algorithms.

2.5.5.1 EDFUNC: Editing of a non-linear function

EDFUNC is the main subroutine involved in the editing
of a non-linearfunction. As FRMEQU (Section 2.5.3.1) it
is based on the CASO1O routine. The main difference
between FRMEQU and EDFUNC is that the latter can
handle indexed variables. Otherwise, all the sub-
routines used by EDFUNC have the same purpose as
those used by FRMEQU. Table 1 gives the correspon-
dence between the names of routines. Section 2.5.3.1
gives more details about the purpose of each routine.

Table 1 - Correspondence between routines
associated with FRMEQU and EDFUNC

FRMEQU EDFUNC
BLDEXP BUILD
PTHESIS BRAKET
REPACK COMPRS
TABLE TABLE2
OPERAT BASICO
FONCT FONCT2
EXTFTN EXTFNC
ERREUR ERROR
ARGUM ARGUM2

Subroutine EXAVAR allows the user to display informa- When the function is edited, EDFUNC calls subroutine
tion about the variables. FUNCT to evaluate it and then displays the value.
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HOLD DI SPL 1 FUNC 

FUN CT  

------- 

2.5.5.2 POWELL: BOTM algorithm option 

POWELL 

t BOT1 
\, 

FUNCT HOLD 

The purpose of subroutine POWELL is to read the 
values of various search conditions and to call sub-
routine BOTM to execute the BOTM algorithm. Sub-
routine FUNCT is used to compute the value of the non-
linear function to be minimized. More details about the 
algorithm proposed by Powell (11) are given in Section 
4.1.6.2. 

2.5.5.3 SIMPLX: Simplex algorithm option 

SI MPLX 
___------- --------- 

LUBND BOUND 	SMPLX 

The purpose of subroutine SIMPLX is to read the values 
of various search conditions, read eventual bounds for 
search variables, initiate the search process and call the 
subroutine SMPLX which executes the simplex 
algorithm. DISPL is used to display intermediate results 
and FUNC to call subroutine FUNCT which computes 
the values of the function to be minimized (see Section 
4.1.6.3). 

2.5.5.4 ROSENB: ROSENB algorithm option 

ROSENB 

1 NBROCK1 

FUNCT HOLD 

The purpose of subroutine ROSENB is to read various 
search conditions and to call subroutine NBROCK 
which performs the minimization using the algorithm 
proposed by Rosenbrock (15). FUNCT computes the 
values of the function to be minimized (see Section 
4.1.6.4). 

2.6 ADSTAMP: BATCH ENTRY 
To create new STAMP data files or to enter many vari-
ables at the same time into old data files, the following 
program is proposed: ADSTAMP. It is a stand-alone 
program. It requires that an ordinary sequential file con-
taining the data has been created and named TAPE10 
(see Section 2.3.1.2). As a result, ADSTAMP creates or 
extends TAPE25 and TAPE26, the INDEX and DATA 
files of STAMP. 

In a first step, ADSTAMP reads TAPE10 and checks for 
possible errors. In a second step, it computes general 
statistics about the new variables that will be written as 
well as the observations in the DATA file. 

Finally, new records are entered into TAPE25 and 
TAPE26 if new variable names are not already used in 
the old files. 

If necessary, ADSTAMP prints its own error messages. 
They are related to the status of the STAMP data files, 
the format to be used to read TAPE10, the variable 
names, the numbers of variables and observations, and 
the STOP parameter. 

The procedure in Appendix C gives an example of a 
control card deck used to run ADSTAMP. 

2.7 CLEANF: CLEANING DATA FILES 
The program named CLEANF is independent from the 
STAMP package. Its purpose is to remove empty rec-
ords from the INDEX and DATA files. Every time a 
variable or an observation is modified by the user, empty 
records mark off old records while new records are 
appended to the files. Therefore, CLEANF should be 
activated from time to time to keep STAMP data files in a 
compressed format. 

CLEANF uses four data files: 

— TAPE25: old INDEX file 

— TAPE26: old DATA file 

— TAPE35: new INDEX file 

— TAPE36: new DATA file. 

These files must be specified before CLEANF is 
executed. Their structure is installation dependent as 
well as the routines used to reorganize them. 

The procedure in Appendix C gives an example of the 
control cards used to run CLEANF on a Cyber using 
NOS/BE operating system. 
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2.8 INSTALLATION-DEPENDENT 
ROUTINES 
For an efficient retrieval of data from files, STAMP uses 
indexed sequential (IS) and actual key (AK) data files. 
These files and the subroutines used to manipulate 
them are system dependent. Table 2 gives a cross 
reference of the system-dependent subroutines and the 
main programs STAMP, ADSTAMP and CLEANF. 

Table 2—  System-dependent subroutines and 
their occurrence 

STAMP ADSTAMP CLEANF 
FILEAK 
FILEIS 
OPENM 
CLOSEM 
IFETCH 
REPLC 
PUT 
GET 
GETN 
DLTE 
REWND 
CONNEC 
RECOVR 

FILExx: 

OPENM: 

CLOSEM: 

IFETCH: 

REPLC: 

PUT: 

GET: 

GETN: 

DLTE: 

REWND: 

CONNEC: 

RECOVR: 

The following gives a brief description of the purpose of 
each subroutine. 

FILEIS and FILEAK define INDEX and 
DATA files structure. 

opens and prepares a file for further pro-
cessing. 

properly closes a file after processing is 
completed. 

is an integer function that returns the 
value of one of the parameters located in 
the File Information Table of a file. 

replaces a record in a file. 

writes a record in a file. 

reads a record from a file. 

reads the next record (in sequential order) 
from a non-sequential file (IS or AK file). 

deletes a record in a file. 

positions a file to the Beginning of Infor-
mation. 

connects INPUT and OUTPUT files for 
interactive users. 

enables a last process (i.e., files closing) 
to be executed when a fatal error occurs 
during execution of STAMP. 
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3. SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 

3.1 COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
STAMP was developed on a CYBER 730/30 operating 
under NOS/BE, Energy, Mines and Resources. It 
requires a CRT terminal and uses two logical disc files. 

These files are referred to as INDEX and DATA files 
respectively. The INDEX and DATA files are index 
sequential and random access files under CDC Record 
Manager. 

All routines dealing with Record Manager are installa-
tion dependent. 

3.2 SOURCE PROGRAM 
Enquiries about the STAMP program should be directed 
to CANMET (see Section 1). 

3.3 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 
The STAMP program requires a maximum of 70 K octal 
words (56 K decimal) of memory. It can run under 60 K 
words when the function entry subroutine (Section 
2.5.3.1) is not involved. 

3.4 MAINTENANCE AND UPDATE 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The STAMP package consists of several routines. When 
changes to the package are required, the following li-
brairies/files are impacted: 

— source library 

— relocatable library 

— SEGLOAD file 

— STAMP data files. 

Changes to the package occur when new routines are to 
be added, existing routines to be replaced or deleted or 
when the data files are to be reformatted. 

A discussion on these changes follows. 

3.4.2 Changes to the System Routines 
The following steps must be adhered to: 

— analyzing module(s) 

— inserting revised or new module(s) in the 
source library 

— inserting revised or new relocatable(s) in the 
relocatable library 

— redefining the tree structure (if necessary) and 
creating a new segload file. 

3.4.2.1 Analysis of module(s) 

During this analysis, the following items must be consi-
dered: 

— argument list 

— common area WORK 

— subroutine(s) called 

— I/O  activity. 

In general, the argument list of the revised or new sub-
routine will be moved to the common area WORK which 
will be redefined according to the requirements of the 
module. 

NOTE: The common area WORK is global in the 
STAMP package. Each module in STAMP uses 
it to suit its own purpose. The maximum size of 
this area is 966 words. 

The user must ensure that all subroutines called by the 
new module are available, either in source code or in 
existing libraries. These libraries must be available dur-
ing the "SEGLOAD" phase. 

I/O  activities in STAMP are carried out in five files. When 
changes to the package are required, the impact on 
these files should be considered. Section 3.4.3 
describes these files. 

3.4.2.2 Source library 

STAMP source programs are maintained in a library 
called UPDATE. This is a CDC software package and 
the user should refer to the UPDATE manuals (user 
guide and reference manual). 
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iBRAKET 

EXTFNC  

;EDFUNC 

TABLE2 	I 

	 IDI SPLI 

SMPL X  

LUBND  

SIMPLX(_ 

1 	1BOUND  

BOTM 

POWELL 

NBROCK 

ROSENB 

ARGUM2 

BAS I CO 

FONCT2 

ERROR 

BUI LD 

FUN CT  

NONL IN 

NL IN 

EDF 	POW 	ROSE 	SPLX 

ICOMPRS  

[BRAN I 

I ARBREI 	 

PUT VAR 

L I SDAT A 

LIST 

EXAVAR 

HOLD 

FIXFI T I GETVAR 	IINTRO 

STAMP 

Fig. 1 — STAMP tree 
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THESIS EXTFTN 

MATA  
SSUB 

MREG5 

MREG1 

EXP  VAR  

CORRE2 

STOUT 

STPRG 

STEP 

LREG4A LREG4H 

REG4A 

PLOT EDI TE DSTA TS 

I NSTR 

DOREG 

MODEL REGSR 

CORRE 

1 
 SELREGI 

SPOCLRI 

1  

REGSIM 

LREG4F 

LREG4G 

MLR5 

C

4LR6 
 LO 

DCPY 

MREG6 

GMTRA 

SR 

ORDER MUL TR 

GDA TA 

POLYRG 

1  

POLY 

ARGUM 

FONCT 

OPERA T 

PTHESIS 

1  

MLR I NT 

I NTMLRH MLR7r I MREG7 

REPACK 

ERREUR 

BLDEXP 

EXP I 

FRMEOU 

INSERT 

CREATE 

MODIFY 

EDI T 

TABLE  

M1NV 
  \ 

SMPY I 

GMPRD I 

TPRD 

\  
MREG4 

MLR4 1 

LREG4B I 

LREG4C 

LREG4D 

STATS 

ARBRE I 

Fig. 1 — continued 
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3.4.2.3 Relocatable library 

The STAMP relocatable library is maintained with the 
EDITLIB facility. Again, this is a CDC software package. 

When changes are performed on the source programs, 
the output of the UPDATE run is assumed to be on the 
COMPILE file. 

To insert these changes in the relocatable library, the 
user must compile the new modules with the SYSEDIT 
option on, i.e.: 

FIN, 1= COMPILE, SYSEDIT. 

The relocatables will be on the file LGO. 

If the user is adding new modules, then the EDITLIB 
directives are: 

— ADD (*,LGO,AL =1) 

— FINISH. 

— ENDRUN. 

To replace existing modules, the directives are: 
• — REPLACE (*,LGO,AL = 1) 

— FINISH 

— ENDRUN. 

NOTE: Refer to the CDC's EDTLIB manuals for more 
details. 

3.4.2.4 Redefining the tree structure 

Since the STAMP package is segmented, any changes 
require a SEGLOAD run. The user must be familiar with 
the SEGLOAD section of the CDC's LOADER manual. 
Figure 1 gives the current tree structure of STAMP. The 
file required for a SEGLOAD run is given in Appendix C. 

3.4.3 STAMP Files 
The STAMP system uses four files. They are: 

— INPUT file 

— OUTPUT file 

— INDEX file 

— DATA file. 

The INPUT and OUTPUT files serve to provide direction 
to the STAMP program and relay information to the user. 

The structure of both INDEX and DATA files is Cyber 
dependent. 

3.4.3.1 INDEX file 

The INDEX file is an indexed sequential file with fixed 
length records of eight words. It contains the names 
assigned by the users to the variables, their descriptors 
and their address in the DATA file. 

3.4.3.2 DATA file 

The DATA file contains all the values plus descriptive 
statistics associated with a variable. 

The descriptive statistics occupy the first five words of 
the record and the remaining 59 words are the observa-
tions themselves. Note that STAMP uses 42 words to 
store the observations. 

This is an actual key file. Whenever a new variable is 
inserted, the system provides the storing address of the 
data. 

3.5 CONTROL CARDS 
A listing of a procedure to run STAMP, ADSTAMP and 
CLEANF is presented in Appendix C. It uses Cyber 
Control Language (refer to Cyber's CCL user's guide). 

The procedure first attaches the data files INDEX and 
DATA and takes security copies of them. If these files do 
not exist, test files are used instead. 

Depending on the value of parameter UMODE, data are 
then edited in BATCH mode using ADSTAMP program, 
or data files are cleaned up using CLEANF program. 
Then, in all cases, STAMP is executed. If everything 
worked well, security data files are purged and old files 
extended to keep the last modifications to the files per-
manent. If STAMP program aborted during execution, 
an error message prints the name of security files. 
STAMP has its own way to avoid file destruction due to 
most problems occurring during execution, but it cannot 
prevent special problems such as an electrical break-
down. This procedure proved to be useful in several 
cases. 
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1 = EDIT 

2 = PLOTS 

3 = STATS 

4 = CORRELATION 

5 = REGRESSIONS 

6 = NON-LINEAR 
OPTIMIZATION 

99 = HELP 

0 = STOP 

4. OPERATING DOCUMENTATION 

The purpose of this section is to assist the user in 
utilizing the STAMP package. 

The STAMP package offers the user the tools to edit the 
data files, several regression methods, and optimization 
algorithms. 

Four types of regressions are proposed: 

1. multiple linear regression 

2. simple weighted linear regression 

3. stepwise linear regression 

4. polynomial regression. 

Three optimization algorithms are proposed: 

1. BOTM algorithm 

2. Simplex algorithm 

3. ROSENB algorithm. 

The following sections describe how to operate the vari-
ous options. Figure 2 shows the network of all the 
options. 

4.1 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
The first menu which shows up is the STAMP menu. It 
gives access to six different modules. The first module 
allows the user to modify the content of the data file and 
the second to produce simplified graphics. The third one 
presents the descriptive statistics of a given variable 
while the fourth one allows the user to build the multiple 
correlation matrix of several variables. The fifth module 
contains the regression programs and the sixth one the 
non-linear optimization algorithms. Two options, stan-
dard in all the menus, are also presented. They permit 
the user to view the modules or options of the current 
module or to exit it and go one step back in the hierarchy 
of the menus. The following presents the STAMP menu. 

to modify data file content. 

to produce a plot of one or 
two variables. 

descriptive statistics on a 
given variable. 

multiple correlation matrix of 
several variables. 

to create a model using 
various regression 
techniques. 

to create a non-linear model 
using various optimization 
algorithms. 

to display menu. 

to exit STAMP package. 

4.1.1 EDIT 
The EDIT module allows a user to modify the contents 
of the data files. This can be accomplished by: 

— modifying the observations of a variable 

— inserting a new variable 

— purging an existing variable 

— listing values of variables. 

In each of the following options, the user must supply a 
variable name. When this variable name is not found in 
the INDEX file, the program returns to the menu of the 
entered option. 

Options 

1 = MODIFY A VARIABLE to modify the 
observations of a 
variable. 

2 = CREATE A VARIABLE to insert a new 
variable. 

3 = DELETE A VARIABLE to purge an existing 
variable. 

4 = EXAMINE VARIABLES to view the content of 
data files. 

to display menu. 

to return to the 
STAMP menu. 

4.1.1.1 MODIFY A VARIABLE (EDIT) 

There are five ways in which the observation of a given 
variable may be modified. The first one consists of 
adding an observation in any position. The second one 
allows deletion of an observation in any position. The 
third one permits the user to reenter all the observations 
of the variable. The fourth one allows the user to reenter 
all the observations with a function and the last one, by 
changing a specific observation. 

Options 

1 = ADD AN 	 to add an observation 
OBSERVATION 	in any position. 

2 = DELETE AN 	 to purge an obser- 
OBSERVATION 	vation in any position. 

3 = REENTER 	 to reenter all the 
COMPLETE 	 observations. 
OBSERVATIONS 

4 = REENTER WITH 	to transform a 
FUNCTION 	 variable using a 

function. 

99 = HELP 

0 = EXIT 
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MODIFY OPTIONS 
1>i 

1 . ADD AN OBSERVATION 
2 = DELETE AN OBSERVATION 
3 . REENTER COMPLETE OBSERVATIONS 
4 = REENTER WITH FUNCTION 
5 . MODIFY AN OBSERVATION 
99 . HELP 
O . EXIT 

NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 

1 . EDITING FUNCTION 
2 . POWELL METHOD 
3 . S1MPLX METHOD 
4 . ROSENBROCK METHOD 
99 . HELP 
O ■ EXIT 

SIMPLE WEIGHTED REGRESSION 

1 - X ON Y 
2 . Y ON X 
3 ■ WEIGHTED X AND Y 
4 . ORTHOGONAL 
99 . HELP 
O . EXIT 

1-> 

EDIT OPTIONS 

1 . MODIFY A VARIABLE 
2 . CREATE A VARIABLE 
3 = DELETE A VARIABLE 
4 . EXAMINE VARIABLES 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT  CREATE A VARIABLE 

ri>1 

PRINCIPAL MODULES 

PLOTTING SCHEMES 

1 . X(I) VS I 
2=  Y(I)  VS X(I) 
3 . EXAMINE VARIABLES 
99 . HELP 
O . EXIT 

1 = DIRECT ENTRY 
2 . FUNCTION ENTRY 
99 . HELP 
O - EXIT 

EXAMINE VARIABLES 

1 . EDIT 
2 . PLOTS 
3 = STATS 
4 ». CORRELATION 
5 . REGRESSIONS 
6 . NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
99 . HELP 
0 x STOP 

REGRESSIONS 

1 . MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
2 . SIMPLE WEIGHTED REGRESSION 
3 . STEPWISE REGRESSION 
4 = POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 
5 . EXAMINE VARIABLES 
99 . HELP 
O . EXIT  

1 . INDEX OF VARIABLES 
2 = VALUES OF VARIABLES 
99 ■ HELP 
O . EXIT 

Fig. 2 — Summary of STAMP options 
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5 = MODIFY AN 
OBSERVATION 

99 = HELP 

0 = EXIT 

to change a specific 
observation. 

to display menu. 

to return to the EDIT 
menu. 

selected, the observations for this variable are displayed 
along with a position number. 

1 = xxxx 2 = xxxx 3 = xxxx 	N = xxxx 

1— ADD AN OBSERVATION [MODIFY (EDIT)] 
When this module is entered and a variable name 
selected, the observations for this variable are displayed 
along with a position number. 

1 = xxxx 2 = xxxx 3 = xxxx 	N = xxxx 

The user enters the position number where the observa-
tion is to be added and all subsequent observations in 
the array are shifted by one position. The user is then 
prompted to enter the new observation. The resulting 
variable may be reviewed if so desired. 

This process is stopped when a "0" is entered as a 
position number. This results in the display of the MOD-
IFY menu. 

2— DELETE AN OBSERVATION [MODIFY(EDIT)] 
When this module is entered and a variable name 

The user enters the position number of the observation 
to be deleted. The resulting variable may be reviewed if 
so desired. 

This process is stopped when a "0" is entered as a 
position number. This results in the display of the 
MODIFY menu. 

3— REENTER COMPLETE OBSERVATIONS 
[MODIFY(EDIT)] 

When this module is entered and a variable name 
selected, the user is asked to enter the number of 
observations to be entered. Then the observation is read 
in. Note that all the old observations are purged. The 
program returns to the MODIFY option of the EDIT 
module. 

4— REENTER WITH FUNCTION [MODIFY(EDIT)] 
In this option, the user transforms each observation with 
a function. The function statement recognizes the vari-
able name by "V1". (See example below.) 

Example 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

USER: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

(HELP = 99):4 

ENTER NAME ( 

V1  =FLOW  

ENTER THE FUNCTION 

(SIN(V1) +  SORT  (V1) )/3.14 

System lists the new observations 
of variable FLOW 

MODIFY 	 (HELP– 99): 
The program returns to the MODIFY 
menu. 

MODIFY 

) :FLOW 
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5 - MODIFY AN OBSERVATION [MODIFY(ED11)]
In this option, the observations of the selected variable are
displayed along with a position number. The user then
enters the desired position number and the new observa-
tion. This process is côntinued until a"0" is entered as a
position number. When "0" is entered, the program returns
to the MODIFY menu.

4.1.1.2 CREATE A VARIABLE (EDIT)

A user may add a variable in two ways. The first method
allows the user to enter the observations directly. The
second method allows the user to create a variable from
existing variables.

Options

1 = DIRECT ENTRY to enter the variable.

2 = FUNCTION to enter the variable with a
ENTRY function.

99 = HELP to display menu.

0= EXIT to return to the EDIT menu.

1- DIRECT ENTRY (CREATE A l/ARIABLE(EDIT)J'
When this option is selected, the user is asked to enter the
following information:

- Name of the
variable

- Description of the
variable

This name must
be unique and
made of up to
four alpha-
numeric charac-
ters, the first
character being
non-numeric.

16 alphanumeric
characters, with
no restrictions.

- Number of obser-
vations

-Observations asso-
ciated with this vari-
able

When this information is entered, the program returns to
the option CREATE A VARIABLE of the EDIT menu.
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2 —  FUNCTION ENTRY [CREATE A VARIABLE(EDIT)] 
This option permits the user to construct a new variable 
from existing variables (up to five variables may be used). 
This is done by entering a function whose arguments are 
existing variables. 

The variable names serving as arguments are then 
entered. If fewer than five variables are required, the user 
enters "STOP" after the last variable. If the number of the 
observations of the variable last entered is different from 
the previous one, the user is informed and must replace it 
with a new variable of the same number of observations. 

The user may enter up to nine constants. If  fer  than nine 
are required, the user enters a "0" after the last one. 

An identification code (V1 to V5 for variables and P1 to P9 
for constants) is associated to each selected variable and 

each entered constant. These are listed before the user 
can enter the function. 

If no errors are detected, the new observations are dis-
played on the screen. The user is then asked to enter the 
variable name and a description for the newly created 
variable to be inserted into the data files. 

If errors are detected during compilation of the function, a 
message describing the error is printed and the user is 
asked if the same variables are to be kept for a second 
attempt. If so, the corrected function can be entered. 

When the process is completed, the program returns to the 
option CREATE A VARIABLE of the EDIT module. (See 
example below.) 

Example 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

SYSTEM: 

USER: 

(HELP =99):1 

(HELP =99):2 

CREATE A VARIABLE 	(HELP =99):2 

ENTER "STOP" TO FINISH 

ENTER NAME (IND):ACC 

ENTER NAME (IND):PRIC 

ENTER NAME (IND):STOP 

ENTER A PARAMETER: 3.141592 

ENTER A PARAMETER: 2.8182 

ENTER A PARAMETER: 0 

V1 = ACC 

V2 =  FRIC  

P1 = 3.141592 

P2 = 2.8182 

ENTER THE FUNCTION 

SIN(V1+ P2) – (ALOG10(P1*V2)/(10.0*P1)) 

STAMP 

EDIT 

(enter EDIT module) 

(enter CREATE A VARIABLE 
option) 

function entry 

(2 variables required) 

(2 constants required) 
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to list variable names, 
description and number of 
observations. 

to display observations of 
selected variables. 

to display menu. 

to return to calling modules 
(EDIT, PLOTS, 
REGRESSIONS). 

Options 

1 = INDEX OF 
VARIABLES 

2 = VALUES OF 
VARIABLES 

99 = HELP 

0 = EXIT 

to plot variable X versus its 
index in array. 

to plot observations of two 
variables. 

to view file content. 

to display menu. 

to return to STAMP menu. 

4.1.1.3 DELETE A VARIABLE (EDIT) 

This option allows the user to purge a variable from the 
files. If the variable name is not found, the program returns 
to the menu of the EDIT module. Otherwise, the variable is 
deleted and the program returns to the menu of the EDIT 
module. 

4.1.1.4 EXAMINE VARIABLES (EDIT) 

This option allows the user to view the files content. The 
variable index or the observations associated with selected 
variable names may be listed. Observations of up to five 
variables can be listed at the same time. 

4.1.2 PLOTS 
This module offers the user two types of plots. The first 
type plots the observations of a variable versus the index of 
the observations in the array and the second type plots a 
variable versus another one. An option allows the user to 
view the content of the files. 

Options 

1 = X(1) vs 1 

2 = Y(I) vs X(I) 

3 = EXAMINÉ 
VARIABLES 

99 = HELP 

0 =  EXIT 

4.1.2.1 X(I) vs I (PLOTS) 

The user enters the variable name to be plotted. An invalid 
variable name returns the user to the PLOTS menu. For a 
valid variable name, a plot is produced followed by a return 
to the menu of PLOTS. 

1 — INDEX OF VARIABLES [EXAMINE VARIABLES 
(EDIT-PLOTS-REGRESSIONS)] 

This option allows the user to list in tabular form the name, 
description and number of observations of the variables in 
the files. This list is produced in alphabetical order. 

A range of names must be selected. The user is asked the 
initials of the first and last names of the range to be listed. 
Only variable names within this range are displayed. 

The user may enter "0" to halt the listing, or "C" to continue 
the listing if it contains more than 17 names. 

When the list is finished, the program returns to the menu 
of EXAMINE VARIABLES. 

2—  VALUES OF VARIABLES [EXAMINE VARIABLES 
(EDIT-PLOTS-REGRESSIONS)] 

This option allows the user to view the observations of up 
to five variables in tabular form. The user is asked for the 
number of variables to be displayed and then the variable 
names. 

If the numbers of observations of the variables entered are 
different, the user is informed and must enter new vari-
ables of the same number of observations. 

To exit this module, the user enters a "0" when asked for 
the number of variables to be displayed. The program 
returns to the menu of EXAMINE VARIABLES. 

4.1.2.2 Y(I) vs X(I) (PLOTS) 

The user needs to enter two variable names. The horizon-
tal variable is labelled (HOR) and the vertical variable 
(VER). The graph is then produced followed by a return to 
the PLOTS menu. In the event of an invalid variable name, 
the user is returned to the menu of PLOTS. 

4.1.2.3 EXAMINE VARIABLES (PLOTS) 

This option allows the user to view the files content (see 
Section 4.1.1.4). 

4.1.3 STATS 
This module allows the user to list the descriptive statistics 
of the variables. They are: 

— minimum value 

— maximum value 

— average 

— standard deviation. 

The observations associated with the variables are also 
displayed. 

The user is prompted for a variable name. If "STOP" is 
entered instead, a return to the menu of STAMP is per-
formed. 
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Options 

1 = EDITING 
FUNCTION 

2 = POWELL 
METHOD 

3 = SIMPLX 
METHOD 

4 = ROSENBROCK 
METHOD 

99 = HELP 

0 = EXIT 

to edit the objective function. 

to access BOTM algorithm. 

to access SIMPLX algorithm. 

to access ROSENB algorithm. 

to display menu. 

to return to STAMP menu. 

4.1.4 CORRELATION 
This module allows the user to produce a correlation 
matrix. The user enters successively up to ten variable 
names. A "STOP" terminates the entry of variable names. 
When "STOP" is entered, the correlation matrix is dis-
played and the user is returned to the menu of STAMP. 

4.1.5 REGRESSIONS 
This module permits the user to enter four regression 
techniques. They are: 

— multiple linear regression 

— simple weighted linear regression 

— stepwise linear regression 

— polynomial regression. 

Options 

1 = MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

2 = SIMPLE WEIGHTED REGRESSION 

3 = STEPWISE REGRESSION 

4 = POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 

5 = EXAMINE VARIABLE 

99 = HELP 	 to display menu. 

0 = EXIT 

4.1.5.1 MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

When this module is entered, the user must first enter the 
variable name of the dependent variable and then, suc-
cessively, the variable names of the independent variables. 
When "STOP" is entered as one of the independent vari-
ables, the model is complete and the algorithm for multiple 
linear regression is initiated. 

If the variance of the dependent variable is required for 
modelling purposes, the user must have prepared it pre-
viously using the EDIT options (see Section 4.1.1.2). 

The results of the model are then displayed. The user has 
the opportunity to save the Y-estimates and residuals for 
plotting purposes or later use. This method is discussed in 
detail in a separate report (4). 

4.1.5.2 SIMPLE WEIGHTED REGRESSION 

The user must enter the names of the dependent and 
independent variables and the standard deviations of the 
observations to be used in the weighted regression. This 
option offers several sub-options such as regressions of: 

— Y on X 

— X on Y 

— on X and Y 

— orthogonal. 

These methods are documented in a separate report (5). 

4.1.5.3 STEPWISE REGRESSION 

The stepwise regression program has been taken fronn the 
IBM Scientific Subroutine Package (6) where it is docu-
mented as subroutine STPRG. 

4.1.5.4 POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 

The polynomial regression program has also been taken 
from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package (6) where it is 
documented as main program POLRG. 

4.1.6 NON-LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
This STAMP module gives access to the non-linear optimi-
zation program. Six options are available. The first one 
permits the user to define the function to be minimized 
(later called objective function). Since this step has to be 
performed prior to access to any of the optimization pro-
grams, the first option is automatically called as soon as 
the user enters the NONLIN module. The second, third 
and fourth options are used to run one of the three pro-
posed optimization programs using BOTM (7), SIMPLX (8) 
and ROSENB algorithms (7) respectively. The last two 
options are the standard HELP and EXIT facilities com-
mon to all modules. 

to return to STAMP menu. 
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4.1.6.1 EDITING FUNCTION: Non-linear optimization 

The traditional regression methods (see Section 4.1.5) are 
used to determine the values of the coefficients of a linear 
model or of a polynomial model. VVhen the model to be 
fitted to experimental data is highly non linear, one needs 
more powerful tools to calculate the best values of the 
coefficients. Several methods have been proposed and 
compared (9) in the literature. Their main drawback is that 
they always require the user to program a subroutine which 
computes the value of the objective function. Therefore, 
the user needs some programming skills. The editing 
option of the NONLIN module presents a very simple way 
to edit the objective function formula. All the programming 
is then done automatically by the STAMP package. 

Two general classes of functions have been identified. 
These are: 1) functions which use only scalar variables 
such as: 

F =  a1  exp X1  + a2X21 .414  — a3X3  Log X4 ; 

and 2) functions which use indexed variables (i.e., arrays) 
such as: 

F = E al  exp 	(i) 	a2x21.414(i) 

— a3X3(i) Log X4(i) . 

For simplicity, the second class of functions is edited the 
same way as the first class except that the user must 
identify the indexed variables as such to allow the program 
to recognize them. However, during execution, the pro-
gram computes Fi , the function value for all observations i 
of indexed variables, and then computes  F=F and 

' uses that value for the objective function. 

The following describes ihe way to edit a function in 
STAMP. The user will note that the indexed variables 
must contain the same number of observations to be 
accepted in the objective function. 

When the NONLIN module is accessed or when the option 
EDITING FUNCTION is chosen, the system responds 
with: 

ENTER FUNCTION USING 
V1 to V5, K1 to K9, Z1 to Z9. 
eg.: (K1*Z1 + Z2*V2—V1)**2 

VI are indexed variables from your file. 

Ki are real constant values. 

Zi are search variables. 

You will be prompted to identify Vi, Ki, and Zi later 

When writing the function, the user must follow all FOR-
TRAN rules, use FORTRAN symbols ( + , —, *, /, **) and 
FORTRAN implicit function names (see Section 2.5.3.1 B). 
The formula must fit in a line of up to 80 characters. For 
example, this is the way to write the formula given at the 
beginning of this section: 

Z1 * EXP(V1) + Z2*V2**K1 — Z3*V3*ALOG(V4). 

Other examples of how to edit a function are given in 
Appendix B. 

When the function is entered, the user is prompted to 
define VI, Ki and Zi: 

ENTER NAMES OF INDEXED VARIABLES V 

ENTER NAME (i): where I varies from 1 to the 
number of indexed variables used in the formula, if 
any. 

A maximum of five variables can be used. They must have 
the same number of observations and they must have 
been entered into the data files before the NONLIN module 
is accessed (see Section 4.1.1). As explained previously, all 
objective functions do not necessarily require the use of 
indexed variables; therefore, the prompt is displayed only 
when required. 

When all indexed variables are defined, the following 
prompt is displayed: 

ENTER REAL CONSTANT K VALUES 

Ki = where i varies from 1 to the number of 
K constants used in the formula, if 
any. 

Here the user is asked to define the real constants. It is not 
mandatory to use the Ki in the formula, it is only practical to 
save space in the function definition record (80 characters 
maximum): for instance, the following function is also 
acceptable: 

(1.414*Z1 + Z2*V2 — V1)**2 

Then the user is asked to give estimated values to the 
search variables Zi: 

ENTER ESTIMATES FOR SEARCH 
VARIABLES Z 

Zi = where i varies from 1 to the number of 
on. 	 search variables used in the formula. 
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These variables are mandatory: they are, for instance, the 
coefficients of a model the user wishes to fit to experimen- 
tal data. Up to nine Z variables may be used in the formula. 

When this step is completed, STAMP compiles the func-
tion and evaluates it. The value is displayed and the user is 
asked if it is desirable to change the estimated values of 
the search variables. This process is repeated until the 
user is satisfied. STAMP keeps in memory the best esti-
mated values; therefore, the optimization program starts 
searching for the optimum values from a location close to 
the solution. If an error is detected during compilation, a 
message is printed out and the user has to redefine the 
entire function. When the user is satisfied, the menu of the 
NONLIN module is displayed. At this point, any of the three 
optimization algorithms may be accessed. 

4.1.6.2 POWELL METHOD: Non-linear optimization 

The program used here is described by Kuester-Mize (7). It 
has been slightly modified (10) and adapted to the STAMP 
package. It uses the Powell method (11) to find the mini-
mum value of an unconstrained non-linear function. 

The method requires the user to set the values of various 
search conditions; to make it easier, default values have 
been entered but can be interactively modified by the user 
if necessary: 

— The maximum number of iterations 
allowed is 40. This should be enough in 
all cases. 

— The printing option is 2. Partial results 
(objective function and search variables 
values) are printed at the end of each 
iteration. When the printing option 
equals 1, partial results are printed when 
a minimum is found for each search vari-
able within each iteration. When the 
printing option equals 3, only the final 
results are printed. 

— The accuracy (i.e., tolerance) required 
on each search variable value at the end 
of the minimization process is 5% of the 
estimated values given by the user. For a 
more accurate result, values as low as 
0.1% can be used but, in this case, the 
estimated values of the search variables 
should be close to the solution. 

— The ESCALE factor is 1. That factor is 
used to define the step-length modifier 
applied on each variable during com-
putation. To keep a reasonable com-
putation tirne, the user who decreases 
the percentage value of the accuracy 
should increase the ESCALE factor. 

4.1.6.3 SIMPLEX METHOD: Non-linear optimization 

The program used here is based on the algorithm pro- 
posed by Nelder and Mead (8,12). It has been modified by 
Kelly and Pilgrim (13) and adapted to the STAMP package. 

In SIMPLX, search variables can be constrained by upper 
or lower or both bounds (14). This option is not available in 
the Powell and Rosenbrock methods. 

Default values have been entered to set the various search 
conditions but can be modified by the user: 

— the maximum number of iterations is 1000. 
— the number of significant digits of the values of 

the objective function is 5. 
— the variance convergence is 0.2. 
— the step-length modifier is 1.0. 

The number of significant digits and the variance con-
vergence value are both used to determine when the 
search for the optimum value of the objective function 
should stop. Whenever a new objective function value is 
obtained, the following calculation is performed using the 
last five objective function values truncated to the number 
of significant digits: 

TT = 1  I f  — 1  I f.) 
4 i=i 	5 j=1 

If TT is greater than the variance convergence value, the 
program goes on. If TT is lower than the variance con-
vergence value, SIMPLEX is restarted. When TT is again 
lower than the variance convergence value, the program 
tests if the minimum found is a local minimum. Ifit happens 
to be a local minimum, SIMPLEX is restarted a second 
time; if not, computation stops and final results are printed. 
A maximum of two restarts is allowed. 

Partial results are printed every ten iterations and before 
each restart occurs. At the end of the minimization pro-
cess, final results are printed out. 

The user who desires to constrain the search variable 
values is first requested to enter a boundary code for the 
search variables. The possible boundary codes are: 

—0  = no bounds 
— 1 = upper bound only 
— 2 = lower bound only 
—3  = both lower and upper bounds. 

Then the program prompts the user to enter the values of 
the bounds according to the entered codes. 

2 
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4.1.6.4 ROSENBROCK METHOD: Non-linear 
optimization 

The program uses the algorithm proposed by Rosenbrock 
(15) as described by Kuester and Mize (7). It has been 
adapted for the STAMP package. 

Default values have been entered to set the various search 
conditions: 

— The maximum number of evaluations of 
objective function is 1000. 

— The maximum number of axes rotation is 
20. 

— The number  of successive failures in all 
directions before termination is 5. 

— The scaling code is 1, i.e., initial step-
length multipliers are used after each 
axis rotation. When the code equals 2, 
final step-length multipliers are used to 
start a new stage. 

— The accuracy required on the minimum 
value of the objective function is 0.01. 
This value is compared to the difference 
between the last and the previous min-
ima found. This should be remembered 
and modified when dealing with a func-
tion starting already with a small value, 
otherwise the stopping criterion can be 
met at the very first iteration and the 
program stops searching. 

— The scaling-up multiplier is 1.1. In all 
cases it must be greater than 1. 

— The scaling-down multiplier is 0.9. In all 
cases it must be less than 1. 

— The initial step-length modifiers are 5% 
of the estimated values of search vari-
ables. 

During the minimization process, partial results are printed 
whenever a stage is completed. Final results are printed at 
the end of the process. 

4.2 ERROR MESSAGES 
Error messages are grouped under three sections. They 
are: 

1. STAMP error messages 

2. operating system error messages 

3. fatal errors. 

4.2.1 STAMP Error Messages 
These messages are non-fatal and are related to the I/O 

 processes of STAMP. 

When two or more variables are required as in PLOTS, 
CORRELATION or REGRESSION, they must all have the 
same number of observations. 

Other types of errors are assigning variable names which 
are already in use or attempting to delete or modify a 
variable using a non-existing name. 

When such errors occur, the user is returned to the option 
of the menu under which the error occurred. 

4.2.2 Operating System Error Messages 
These are I/O  related errors. They are non fatal. They 
occur when the system expects numeric values rather 
than alphanumeric values. 

4.2.3 Fatal Errors 
These occur mainly when using the FUNCTION capability 
of the package, Le., 

— ALOG10(X) when X0.0 
—X/P1 	when P1 = 0 
— TAN (X) 	when X = 7r/2 

When such errors occur, the STAMP program is aborted 
and data files closed. 

4.3 RUN TIME 
Run time varies with problem size and length of interaction. 
A sample run where all options were used required a total 
of 8 CP sec. The connect time was 50 minutes. 
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APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE RUN OF STAMP 



WELCOME TO THE STAMP PACKAGE 
HERE IS A LIST OF MODULES AND THEIR OPTIONS 

MODULES 	OÉTIONS 

MODIFY A VARIABLE 

CREATE A VARIABLE 

DELETE A VARIABLE 
EXAMINE VARIABLES 

SUB-OPTIONS 

ADD AN OBSERVATION 
DELETE AN OBSERVATION 
REENTER COMPLETE OBSERVATIONS 
REENTER WITH FUNCTION 
MODIFY AN OBSERVATION 
DIRECT ENTRY 
FUNCTION ENTRY 

INDEX OF VARIABLES 
VALUES OF VARIABLES 

EDIT 

PLOTS 

C TO CONTINUE : C 

X(I) VS I 
Y(I) VS X(I) 
EXAMINE VARIABLES 

STATS 

CORRELATION 

LINEAR 
REGRESSIONS 

MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 	X ON Y 

Y ON X 
WEIGHTED X AND Y 
ORTHOGONAL 

STEPWISE REGRESSION 
POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 
EXAMINE VARIABLES 

NON LINEAR 	EDITING FUNCTION 
OPTIMIZATION POWELL METHOD 

SIMPLEX METHOD 
ROSENBROCK METHOD 

TO CONSULT A MENU, ENTER 99 
AND TO EXIT OF A MODULE, ENTER O. 
C TO CONTINUE 	C 
PRINCIPAL MODULES 

1 = EDIT 
2 = PLOTS 
3 = STATS 
4 = CORRELATION 
5 = LINEAR REGRESSION 
6 = NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
99 = HELP 
0 = STOP 

STAMP 
EDIT 
EDIT OPTIONS 

1 = MODIFY A VARIABLE 
2 = CREATE A VARIABLE 
3 = DELETE A VARIABLE 
4 = EXAMINE VARIABLES 
99 = HELP 	. 
0 = EXIT 

EDIT 

(HELP=99) : 1 
(HELP=99) : 99 

(HELP=99) : 4 
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EXAMINE VAR 	(HELP=99) : 99 

EXAMINE VARIABLES 

1 = INDEX OF VARIABLES 
2 = VALUES OF VARIABLES 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

EXAMINE VAR 	(HELP=99) : 1 

FROM LETTER : A 
TO LETTER 	: Z 
THERE ARE 	19 VARIABLES IN THE FILE 
VARIABLES 	DESCRIPTIONS 	 NB. OBSERV. 

DEM1 	 DEMO DATA 	 10. 

DEM2 	 DEMO DATA 	 4. 

LRXX 	 IND VA LINEAR R 	 5. 

LRYY 	 DEP VA LINEAR R 	 5. 

MLR1 	 IND VA MULTI R 	 22. 

MLR2 	 IND VA 2 MULTI R 	 22. 

MLR3 	 DEP VA MULTI R 	 22. 

MLRR 	 SQUARE OF MLR3 	 22. 

NLX 	 SIEVE DIMENSIONS 	 10. 

NLY 	 EFFICIENCY CURVE 	 10. 

NLY* 	 PRED. EFFI. CURV 	 10. 

PDXX 	 IND VA POLY R 	 15. 

POYY 	 DE? VA POLY R 	 15. 

STP1 	 IND VA STEPWISE 	 30. 

STP2 	 IND VA STEPWISE 	 30. 

STP3 	 IND VA STEPWISE 	 30. 

STP4 	 IND VA STEPWISE 	 30. 

ENTER 0 TO EXIT 
C TO CONTINUE : C 

THERE ARE 	19 VARIABLES IN THE FILE 
VARIABLES 	DESCRIPTIONS 	 NB. OBSERV. 

STP5 	 IND VA STEPWISE 	 30. 

STP6 	 DE? VA STEPWISE 	 30. 

EXAMINE VAR 	(HELP=99) : 2 

HOW MANY VARIABLES WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIST (MAX = 5, STOP = 0)72 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : LRXX 

ENTER NAME ( 	) : LRYY 

SEQUENCE LRXX 	LRYY 

NUMBER ---- 

	

1 .200E+01 	.910E+00 

	

2 .600E+01 	.503E+01 

	

3 .600E+01 	.481E+.01 

	

4 .600E+01 	.504E+01 

5 .100E+02 .843E+01 

EXAMINE VAR 	(HELP=99) : 0 

EDIT 	 (HELP=99) : 1 

MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 99 

MODIFY OPTIONS 

1 = ADD AN OBSERVATION 
2 = DELETE AN OBSERVATION 
3 = REENTER COMPLETE OBSERVATIONS 
4 = REENTER WITH FUNCTION 
5 = MODIFY AN OBSERVATION 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 1 
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ENTER NAME ( 	) : DEM2 
1 = 	.100E+01, 	2 = 	.141E+01, 	3 = 	.173E+01, 	4 = 	.200E+01, 
INSERT POSITION (EXIT = 0) : 2 
ENTER THE NEW OBSERVATION : 999 
DISPLAY Y/N? : Y 
1 = 	.100E+01, 	2 = 	.999E+03, 	3 = 	.141E+01, 	4 = 	.173E+01, 	5 = 	.200E+01, 
INSERT POSITION (EXIT = 0) : 0 
MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 2 
ENTER NAME ( 	) 	DEM2 
1 = 	.100E+01, 	2 = 	.999E+03, 	3 = 	.141E+01, 	4 = 	.173E+01, 	5 = 	.200E+01, 

POSITION TO BE DELETED (EXIT = 0) : 2 
DISPLAY Y/N? : Y 
1 = 	.100E+01, 	2 = 	.141E+01, 	3 = 	.173E+01, 	4 = 	.200E+01, 

POSITION TO BE DELETED (EXIT = 0) : 0 
MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 3 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : XXXX 
NAME XXXX NOT FOUND 
MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 3 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : DEM2 
ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS : 4 
ENTER MODIFICATION 
1 259   
MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) 	4 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : DEM2 

V1 = DEM2 
ENTER THE FUNCTION 
3.14+V1**2-SQRT(2+V1) 
MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 5 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : DEM2 
1 = 	.241E+01, 	2 = 	.514E+01, 	3 = 	.255E+02, 	4 = 	.808E+02, 

ENTER POSITION (EXIT = 0) : 2 
ENTER OBSERVATION 	2  t 9.9 
DISPLAY Y/N? : Y 
1 = 	•241E+01, 	2 = 	•990E+01, 	3 = 	•255E+02, 	4 = 	•808E+02, 

ENTER POSITION (EXIT = 0) : 0 
MODIFY 	 (HELP=99) : 0 
EDIT 	 (HELP=99) : 2 
CREATE A VAR 	(HELP=99) : 99 
CREATE A VARIABLE 

1 = DIRECT ENTRY 
2 = FUNCTION ENTRY 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

CREATE A VAR 	(HELP=99) : 1 
ENTER A NAME FOR YOUR VARIABLE : BB 
ENTER A DESCRIPTOR (16 CHAR.) FOR THIS NAME  t  BB 
DESCRIPTOR g TEST DATA 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS (MAX = 42) : 4 
ENTER THE OBSERVATIONS 
10 20 30 40 
CREATE A VAR 	(HELP=99) : 2 
ENTER STOP TO EXIT 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : BB 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : DEM2 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STOP 
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0 	X 

O 	x 
O 	 x 

O 	 x 
X  

X  

X  

X  

X  

X  

X  
X  

X  

X  

X  

X  
X  

X  

.1500E+02 

ENTER 0 TO EXIT 
ENTER A PARAMETER : 5 
ENTER A PARAMETER : 2 
ENTER A PARAMETER : 1.1 
ENTER A PARAMETER : 0 

V1 = BB 
V2 = DEM2 
K1 = 	.50000E+01 
K2 = 	.20000E+01 
K3 = 	.11000E+01 

ENTER FUNCTION 
EXP(K1)/V2+ALOG(V1)*K2+K3 
.673E+02 .221E+02 .137E+02 .103E+02 

INSERT VARIABLE IN FILE Y/N7Y 
ENTER A NAME FOR THE VARIABLE (4 CHARACTERS): DEM3 
ENTER A DESCRIPTOR (16 CHAR.) FOR THIS NAME :DEM3 
DESCRIPTOR : DEMO DATA 
CREATE A VAR 	(HELP=99) : 0 
EDIT 	 (HELP=99) : 3 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : BB 
DELETE JOB COMPLETE 
EDIT 	 (HELP=99) : 0 
STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 2 
PLOTS 	 (HELP=99) : 99 
PLOT OPTIONS 

1 	= X(I) VS I 
2 	= Y(I) VS X(I) 
3 = EXAMINE VARIABLES 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

PLOTS 	 (HELP=99) : 1 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : PDXX 

SCATTERGRAM OF PDXX (VER) VS COUNT (HOR) 
Y MAX= .1500E+02 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 0 
X 
X 	 0 
X 	 0 
X 	 0 
X 	 0 
X 	 0 
X 
X 	 0 
X 	 0 
X 	 0 
X 	0 
X 
X 0 
Y MIN= .1000E+01 
X= .1000E+01 
PLOTS 	 (HELP=99) : 2 
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ENTER NAME ( VER ) : POYY 

ENTER NAME ( HOR ) : FOX% 
SCATTERGRAM OF POYY (VER) VS PDXX (HOR) 

Y MAX= .1270E+03 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 0 

X 

X 	 0 

X 

X 	 0 

X 

X 	 0 

X 	 0 	0 	0 

X 	 0 	0 

X 	0 

X 0 

Y MIN= .1000E+02 

X= .1000E+01 

PLOTS 	 (HELP=99) : 0 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 3 

STATS : ENTER "STOP" FOR FINISH 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : PDXX 

RECORD RETRIEVED 

0 	X 

, 	x 

.1500E+02 

PDXX 	 IND VA POLY R 
NO. OBS 	15. 

MIN.VALUE .100E+01 

MAX.VALUE .150E+02 

AVERAGE 	.800E+01 
STD. DEV 	.447E+01 

THE OBSERVATIONS 
.100E+01 .200E+01 .300E+01 .400E+01 .500E+01 .600E+01 .700E+01 

.800E+01 .900E+01 .100E+02 .110E+02 .120E+02 .130E+02 .140E+02 

.150E+02 

STATS 	ENTER "STOP" FOR FINISH 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : STOP 
STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 4 

CORRELATION 	ENTER "STOP" FOR FINISH 
ENTER NAME ( 	 ) 	STP1 

ENTER NAME ( 	 ) 	STP2 

ENTER NAME ( 	) : STP3 

ENTER NAME ( 

ENTER NAME ( 

ENTER NAME ( 

ENTER NAME ( 

) 	STP4 

) : STP5 

) 	STP6 

) : STOP 
CORRELATION MATRIX (N = 30) 

VARIABLE 
STP1 I 1.000 

STP2 I - .067 1.000 
STP3 I -.137 -.179 	1.000 
STP4 I 	.498 - .052 -.409 1.000 

STP5 I 	.558 	- .184 - .263 	.936 	1.000 

STP6 I 	.284 	.422 	.119 	.378 	.394 	1.000 

STP1 	STP2 	STP3 	STP4 	STP5 	STP6 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 5 
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REGRESSIONS 	(HELP=99) : 99 

REGRESS  IONS  

1 = MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
2 = SIMPLE WEIGHTED REGRESSION 
3 = STEPWISE REGRESSION 
4 = POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 
5 = EXAMINE VARIABLES 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

REGRESSIONS 	(HELP=99) : 1 

INSTRUCTION Y/N?Y 
ENTERING DATA 	IDENTIFY THE DEPENDANT VARIABLE 

IDENTIFY THE INDEPENDANT VARIABLES 
ENTER STOP TO FINISH 

RESULTS 	 1 SCREEN : STATISTICS ON PARAMETERS 
2 SCREEN : ANOVA TABLE 
3 SCREEN : INTERVALS ESTIMATED Y AND PARAMETERS 

ENTER "STOP" FOR FINISH 
ENTER NAME (  DE?  ) : MLR3 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : MLR1 

ENTER NAME ( IND ) : MLR2 

ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STOP 
CURVE FITTING FOR MULTI - VARIABLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

Y= BO + B1*(X1 -X1BAR) + B2*(X2-X2BAR) + ... 

WHERE X1BAR, X2BAR ARE THE (WEIGHTED) MEAN VALUES 
OF Xl, X2 RESPECTIVELY 

ANY REPEAT Y FOR SAME X VALUES ? 

N 

DID YOU PREPARE THE ERROR VARIANCE OF Y ? 

Y 
ENTER NAME ( ERV ) : MLRR 
IN CASE OF ERROR VARIANCE EQUALS TO K*(ANY FUNCTION), 
DID YOU ENTER THE VALUE OF PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR K ? 
N 

VARIABLE 	WEIGHTED 	STANDARD 	CORRELATION 	REGRESSION 	COMPUTED 
NO. 	 MEAN 	DEVIATION 	X VS Y 	COEFFICIENT 	T VALUE 

2 	 .03542 	 .73585 	 1.66962 	13.99964 	94.09978 

3 	 .00368 	 1.01507 	 2.03110 	 - .96653 	 6.63069 

DEP. 	 7.64455 	 5.93245 

T ( 	19), 95 %: 	2.09 (TWO TAILS) 
INTERCEPT 	 .47620 

INTERCEPT BO-B1*X1BAR-B2*X2BAR-... 	 .45758 

MULTI-CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 	 .99645 

STD. ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	 .26060 

ESTIMATED PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR FOR ERROR VARIANCE 	.00040671 
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CASE NO. ERROR VARIANCE (ESTIMATE)

1 .06354863

2 .03748251

3 .04743880

4 .07971540

5 .09396656

6 .06354863

7 .01593804

8 .06354863

9 .03662845

10 .17259197

11 .03647423

12 .03655130

13 .03686040

14 .03540376

15 .00005568

16 .00005568

17 .00006507

18 .00006507

19 .00012754

20 .00012754

21 .00189755

22 .00189755

COVARIANCE MATRIX OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

.1195E-04 0. 0.

0. .2213E-01 -.1912E-01

0. -.1912E-01 ;2125E-01

--------------------------------

DO YOU WANT THE TABLE OF RESIDUALS ?Y

TABLE OF RESIDUALS

CASE NO. Y VALUE Y ESTIMATE

1 12.50000 13.01702

2 9.60000 9.68369

3 10.80000 10.94008

4 14.00000 14.34903

5 15.20000 14.32003

6 12.50000 12.55940

7 6.26000 6.19474

8 12.45000 12.50089

9 9.49000 9.48913

10 20.60000 20.35679

11 9.47000 9.46936

12 9.48000 9.59635

13 9.52000 9.42256

14 9.33000 9.39492

15 .37000 .36846

16 .37000 .37389

17 .40000 .40022

18 .40000 .40022

19 .56000 .56673

20 .56000 .55164

21 2.16000 2.11869

22 2.16000 2.11976

DO YOU WISH TO SAVE Y-ESTIMATES AND

RESIDUAL

-.51702

-.08369

-.14008

-.34903

.87997

-.05940

.06526

-.05089

.00087

.24321

.00064

-.11635

.09744

-.06492

.00154

-.00389

-.00022

-.00022

-.00673

.00836

.04131

.04024

RESIDUALS?N

--------------------------------

DO YOU WANT THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE MODEL ?Y

--------------------------------
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
SOURCE 	SUM OF 	DEGREES OF 	MEAN 	F-RATIO 

SQUARES 	FREEDOM 	SQUARES 
REG 	733.8321 	 2 	366.9161 	5402.7762 

RES 	1.2903 	19 	 .0679 

TTL 	735.1224 	21 	 35.0058 

R**2 (REG/TTL)= 	 .99824 

WANT THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR Y ESTIMATE 
AND THE PARAMETERS ?Y 

95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR Y AND Y* 
Y = BO + B1*(X1 -X1BAR) + B2*(X2-X2BAR) + ... 

Y*=  DO + B1*(X1-X1BAR) + B2*(X2-X2BAR) +... + E 
(E IS THE ERROR ON Y) 

Y 	 Y 	 Y* 

	

ESTIMATE 	LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT 

	

13.01702 	12.86993 	13.16412 	12.46934 	13.56471 

	

9.68369 	9.57558 	9.79180 	9.26434 	10.10303 

	

10.94008 	10.82291 	11.05725 	10.46944 	11.41071 

	

14.34903 	14.15190 	14.54615 	13.72614 	14.97191 

	

14.32003 	14.11739 	14.52268 	13.64727 	14.99280 

	

12.55940 	12.41609 	12.70271 	12.01272 	13.10608 

	

6.19474 	6.10695 	6.28254 	5.91633 	6.47315 

	

12.50089 	12.35416 	12.64763 	11.95330 	13.04849 

	

9.48913 	9.38512 	9.59314 	9.07532 	9.90294 

	

20.35679 	19.64798 	21.06560 	19.23505 	21.47854 

	

9.46936 	9.36390 	9.57482 	9.05600 	9.88272 

	

9.59635 	9.48583 	9.70688 	9.18126 	10.01144 

	

9.42256 	9.31568 	9.52944 	9.00679 	9.83832 

	

9.39492 	9.29104 	9.49880 	8.98767 	9.80216 

	

.36846 	.36104 	.37588 	 .35117 	.38575 

	

.37389 	.36648 	.38129 	 .35660 	.39117 

	

.40022 	.39290 	.40753 	 .38182 	.41861 

	

.40022 	.39290 	.40753 	 .38182 	.41861 

	

.56673 	.55914 	.57433 	 .54191 	.59156 

	

.55164 	.54412 	.55917 	 .52684 	.57645 

	

2.11869 	2.08576 	2.15162 	2.02177 	2.21562 

	

2.11976 	2.08655 	2.15296 	2.02273 	2.21678 

95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR PARAMETERS 

	

LOWER LIMIT 	UPPER LIMIT 
B 0 	 .46897 	 .48344 

B 1 	13.68829 	 14.31099 

B 2 	-1.27159 	 -.66148 

REGRESSIONS 	(HELP=99) : 2 

INSTRUCTION Y/N7Y 
ENTERING DATA 	IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF LINEAR REGRESSION 

IDENTIFY THE DEPENDANT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFY THE INDEPANDANT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFY THE REPEAT DATA 
IDENTIFY THE VARIANCE OF X AND Y 
IDENTIFY THE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 

RESULTS 	 1 SCREEN : STATISTICS ON PARAMETERS 
2 SCREEN : ANOVA TABLE 
3 SCREEN : LACK OF FIT TEST 
4 SCREEN : COVARIANCE MATRIX AND INTERVALS SLOPE AND INTERCEPT 
5 SCREEN : INTERVALS ESTIMATED X AND Y 

SIM. LIN. REG. 	(HELP=99) : 99 
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SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

1 = X ON Y 
2 = Y ON X 

3 = WEIGHTED X AND Y 
4 = ORTHOGONAL 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

SIM. LIN. REG. 	(HELP=99) : 4 
ENTER NAME ( DEP ) : LRYY 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) 	LRXX 

DO YOU KNOW THE STANDARD DEVIATION ON EACH X, Y/N ? : N 

DO YOU KNOW THE STANDARD DEVIATION ON EACH Y, Y/N ? : N 

AT WHICH LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE DO YOU WANT TO WORK? 
1: 68% 

2: 86.6% 

3: 95% 

4: 99% 

5: 99.7% 

(ENTER 1,2,3,4 OR 5) 

3 

SPOCLR RESULTS 
VARIABLE 	 MEAN 	 STANDARD 	 COVARIANCE 

DEVIATION 	 X VS Y 
X 	 .6000E+01 	 .2828E+01 	 .7520E+01 

Y 	 .4844E+01 	 .2665E+01 

T (NOBV - 2)95.0%: 	 3 	TDIS (TWO-TAILS) 	.3080E+01 

EQUATION: Y= A + B*X 
SLOPE (B) 	 .9421E+00 

INTERCEPT (A) 	 -.8086E+00 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (R) 	 .9976E+00 

STD. ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	 .1543E+00 

WEIGHTING FACTOR (RESIDUALS SLOPE) 	-.1061E+01 
C TO CONTINUE 	C 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
SOURCE 	SUM OF 	DEGREES OF 	MEAN 	F-RATIO 

	

SQUARES 	FREEDOM 	SQUARES 
REG .149955E+02 	 1 	.149955E+02 .629644E+03 

RES .714476E - 01 	 3 	.238159E-01 

TTL .150670E+02 	 4 	.376674E+01 

R**2= .9953E+00 

F (1, 3) 95.0%: .9486E+01 

EXAMINE RESIDUALS Y - EST Y/N7Y 

CASE 	 OBSERVED 	 ESTIMATED 	 RESIDUAL 
X 	 Y 	 X 	 Y 

1 	.20000E+01 .91000E+00 	 .19174E+01 .99773E+00 -.12052E+00 

2 	.60000E+01 .50300E+01 	 .60928E+01 .49315E+01 	.13538E+00 

3 	.60000E+01 .48100E+01 	 .59830E+01 .48280E+01 - .24747E - 01 
4 	.60000E+01 .50400E+01 	 .60978E+01 .49362E+01 	.14266E+00 

5 	.10000E+02 .84300E+01 	 .99090E+01 	.85266E+01 - .13277E+00 

SAVE RESIDUALS Y/N7N 
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

	

.280973E-01 	 -.30348E-02 

	

-.303481E-02 	 .39470E-03 

95.0% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR 
SLOPE AND INTERCEPT 
LOWER LIMIT 	 UPPER LIMIT 

SLOPE 	.83290E+00 	 .10647E+01 

INTERCEPT -.15179E+01 	 -.99327E-01 

C TO CONTINUE 	C 
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95.0% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR ESTIMATED X AND Y 
CASE 	 LOWER LIMIT 	 UPPER LIMIT 

X 	 Y 	 X 	 Y 

	

1 	.14897E+01 	.54381E+00 	 .23450E+01 	.14516E+01 

	

2 	.57358E+01 	.45524E+01 	 .64499E+01 	.53105E+01 

	

3 	.56260E+01 	.44490E+01 	 .63401E+01 	.52070E+01 

	

4 	.57407E+01 	.45571E+01 	 .64549E+01 	.53152E+01 

	

5 	.94868E+01 	.80785E+01 	 .10331E+02 .89748E+01 
C TO CONTINUE : C 
SIN. LIN. REG. 	(HELP=99) : 0 
REGRESSIONS 	(HELP=99) : 3 
INSTRUCTION Y/N?Y 
ENTERING DATA 	IDENTIFY THE VARIABLES 

ENTER STOP TO FINISH 
IDENTIFY THE CONSTANT TO LIMIT VARIABLES 
(ENTER 0 IF ALL VARIABLES TO BE USED) 
IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF EACH VARIABLES 

RESULTS 	 1 SCREEN : VARIABLES STATISTICS 
2 SCREEN : ANOVA TABLE OF EACH STEP 
3 SCREEN : STATISTICS ON PARAMETERS OF EACH STEP 

ENTER "STOP" FOR FINISH 
ENTER NAME ( DEP ) : STP6 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STP1 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STP2 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STP3 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STP4 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STP5 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STOP 
ENTER THE CONSTANT TO LIMIT VARIABLES : 0 

STEP-WISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
CONSTANT TO LIMIT VARIABLES 0.00000 
VARIABLE 	MEAN 	STANDARD 

NO. 	 DEVIATION 

	

STP6 	.2266667E+01 	.1412587E+01 

	

STP1 	.4313333E+02 .6521758E+01 

	

STP2 	.3161667E+03 	.1144299E+03 
STP3 .2418000E+03 	.3643076E+02 
STP4 .1056667E+03 	.1785639E+02 

	

STP5 	.3413333E+02 .1597570E+02 
CHOOSE A TYPE FOR EACH VARIABLE 

0 = INDEPENDENT AVAILABLE 
1 = INDEPENDENT FORCED 
2 = VARIABLE TO BE DELETED 
3 = DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

3 0 0 0 0 0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 	 STP6 

NUMBER OF VARIABLES FORCED 	0 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES DELETED 	0 
C TO CONTINUE z C 
STEP 1 
VARIABLE ENTERED 	STP2 
SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED IN THIS STEP.... 	.102998E+02 
PROPORTION REDUCED IN THIS STEP 	.177992E+00 
CUMULATIVE SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED 	.102998E+02 
CUMULATIVE PROPORTION REDUCED 	.177992E+00 OF 	.578667E+02 
FOR 1 VARIABLES ENTERED 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT... 	.421891E+00 
(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.)  	•421891E+00 

F-VALUE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 	.606293E+01 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	.130339E+01 

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.)  	•130339E+01 
C TO CONTINUE z C 
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.133241E+02 

.230255E+00 

.236239E+02 

.408247E+00 OF 

.638942E+00 

.622184E+00 

.931357E+01 

.112617E+01 

.114610E+01 

.578667E+02 

.757218E+01 

.130856E+00 

.311961E+02 

.539103E+00 OF .578667E+02 

.734236E+00 

.710607E+00 

.101372E+02 

.101281E+01 

.104966E+01 

.127302E+00 

.219991E-02 

.313234E+02 

.541302E+00 OF 

.735733E+00 

.698839E+00 

.737554E+01 

.103040E+01 

.108823E+01 

.578667E+02 

STD. ERROR OF 
REG. COEFF. 
.211512E - 02 

COMPUTED 
T-VALUE 

.246230E+01 

STD. ERROR OF 
REG. COEFF. 
.185921E-02 
.133170E - 01 

COMPUTED 
T-VALUE 

.339701E+01 

.324128E+01 

STD. ERROR OF 
REG. COEFF. 
.172211E-02 
.125803E-01 
.551135E-02 

COMPUTED 
T-VALUE 

.431765E+01 

.426264E+01 

.271694E+01 

STD. ERROR OF 
REG. COEFF. 
.175403E-02 
.152350E-01 
.560864E-02 
.354122E-01 

COMPUTED 
T - VALUE 

.422249E+01 

.333205E+01 

.266159E+01 

.346266E+00 

VARIABLE 	REGRESSION 
NUMBER 	COEFFICIENT 

3 	.520806E-02 
INTERCEPT 	.620053E+00 

C TO CONTINUE 	C 
STEP 2 
VARIABLE ENTERED 	STP5 
SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED IN THIS STEP.... 
PROPORTION REDUCED IN THIS STEP 	 
CUMULATIVE SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED 	 
CUMULATIVE PROPORTION REDUCED 	  
FOR 2 VARIABLES ENTERED 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT... 

	

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 	  
F-VALUE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 	 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	  

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 
C TO CONTINUE 	C 
VARIABLE 	REGRESSION 
NUMBER 	COEFFICIENT 

3 	.631573E-02 
6 	.431642E - 01 

INTERCEPT -.120349E+01 
C TO CONTINUE : C 
STEP 3 
VARIABLE ENTERED 	STP3 
SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED IN THIS STEP.... 
PROPORTION REDUCED IN THIS STEP 	 
CUMULATIVE SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED 	 
CUMULATIVE PROPORTION REDUCED 	  
FOR 3 VARIABLES ENTERED 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT... 

	

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 	  
F-VALUE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 	 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	  

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 
C TO CONTINUE : C 
VARIABLE 	REGRESSION 
NUMBER 	COEFFICIENT 

3 	.743547E-02 
6 	.536255E-01 
4 	.149740E-01 

INTERCEPT -.553532E+01 
C TO CONTINUE 	C 
STEP 4 
VARIABLE ENTERED 	STP1 
SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED IN THIS STEP.... 
PROPORTION REDUCED IN THIS STEP 	 
CUMULATIVE SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED 	 
CUMULATIVE PROPORTION REDUCED 	  
FOR 4 VARIABLES ENTERED 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT... 

	

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 	  
F-VALUE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 	 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	  

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 
C TO CONTINUE : C 
VARIABLE 	REGRESSION 
NUMBER 	COEFFICIENT 

3 	.740639E-02 
6 	.507639E-01 
4 	.149279E-01 
2 	.122620E-01 

INTERCEPT - .594620E+01 
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.186068E - 02 

.321546E - 04 

.313252E+02 

.541335E+00 OF 

.735754E+00 

.684067E+00 

.566515E+01 

.105161E+01 

.113262E+01 

.578667E+02 

STD. ERROR OF 
REG. COEFF. 
.186241E - 02 
.414116E-01 
.634940E-02 
.363496E-01 
.367888E - 01 

COMPUTED 
T-VALUE 

.396546E+01 

.118782E+01 

.236883E+01 

.341723E+00 

.410185E-01 

C TO CONTINUE : C 

STEP 5 
VARIABLE ENTERED 	STP4 
SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED IN THIS STEP.... 
PROPORTION REDUCED IN THIS STEP 	 
CUMULATIVE SUM OF SQUARES REDUCED 	 
CUMULATIVE PROPORTION REDUCED 	  
FOR 5 VARIABLES ENTERED 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT... 

	

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 	  

F-VALUE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 	 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	  

(ADJUSTED FOR D.F.) 
C TO CONTINUE : C 

VARIABLE 	REGRESSION 
NUMBER 	COEFFICIENT 

3 	 .738532E - 02 

6 	 .491895E - 01 

4 	 .150406E-01 

2 	 .124215E - 01 

5 	 .150902E - 02 

INTERCEPT -.607939E+01 

C TO CONTINUE : C 

EXAMINE RESIDUALS Y - EST Y/N7Y 

NB. OBSERV. 	Y ESTIMATED 	RESIDUALS 

	

1 	 .4809E+00 

	

2 	 .1777E+01 

	

3 	 .2146E+01 

	

4 	 .8288E+00 

	

5 	 .1905E+01 

	

6 	 .1521E+01 

	

7 	 .3464E+01 

	

8 	 .2259E+01 

	

9 	 .3803E+01 

	

10 	 .1020E+01 

	

11 	 .2497E+01 

	

12 	 .2001E+01 

	

13 	 .2007E+01 

	

14 	 .1153E+01 

	

15 	 .2904E+01 

C TO CONTINUE : C 

NB. OBSERV. 	Y ESTIMATED 

.1835E+01 

.2560E+01 

.3452E+01 

.3627E+01 

.2681E+01 

.3649E+01 

.1865E+01 

.2099E+01 

.1972E+01 

.1413E+01 

.1880E+01 

.2276E+01 

.4511E+01 

.3957E+01 

.5191E+00 

.2233E+00 
-.1459E+00 
-.8288E+00 
.9478E-01 
.4788E+00 

-.4645E+00 
-.2589E+00 
-.8026E+00 

- .1020E+01 
.1503E+01 

-.1001E+01 
-.1007E+01 
-.1531E+00 
.9555E - 01 

RESIDUALS 

.1647E+00 

.4400E+00 

.5477E+00 

.3734E+00 

.3193E+00 

.3511E+00 

.2135E+01 
-.1099E+01 
-.1972E+01 
.2587E+01 

-.8803E+00 
.7235E+00 

-.5108E+00 
.4254E-01 

-.4546E+00 

16 

17 

18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 	 .4546E+00 

SAVE RESIDUALS Y/N?N 
REGRESSIONS 	(HELP=99) : 4 

INSTRUCTION Y/N7Y 
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ENTERING DATA 	IDENTIFY THE DEPENDANT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFY THE INDEPENDANT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFY THE DEGREE OF POLINOMIAL 

RESULTS 	 1 SCREEN : STATISTICS ON PARAMETERS 
2 SCREEN 	ANOVA TABLE 

ENTER NAME ( DE? ) : POYY 

ENTER NAME ( IND ) : PDXX 

ENTER DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL : 5 

POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE 1 

INTERCEPT 	-.1387619E+02 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
.8567857E+01 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 	1 DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 	DEGREE OF 	SUM OF 	 MEAN 

	

FREEDOM 	 SQUARES 	SQUARE 	VALUE 
DUE TO REGRESSION 	 1 	 20554.28929 	20554.28929 	135.5656 

DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION 	13 	 1971.04405 	151.61877 

TOTAL 	 14 	22525.33333 

POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE 2 

INTERCEPT 	 .1507253E+02 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

	

-.1649337E+01 	 .6385747E+00 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 	2 DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 	DEGREE OF 	SUM OF 	 MEAN 

	

FREEDOM 	 SQUARES 	SQUARE 	VALUE 
DUE TO REGRESSION 	 2 	 22236.50780 	11118.25390 	461.9364 

DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION 	12 	 288.82553 	 24.06879 

TOTAL 	 14 	22525.33333 

POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE 3 

INTERCEPT 	 .1852381E+02 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

	

-.3885340E+01 	 .9769356E+00 	 -.1409837E-01 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 	3 DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 	DEGREE OF 	SUM OF 	 MEAN 

	

FREEDOM 	 SQUARES 	SQUARE 	VALUE 
DUE TO REGRESSION 	 3 	 22247.89365 	7415.96455 	294.0300 

DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION 	11 	 277.43969 	 25.22179 

TOTAL 	 14 	22525.33333 

POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE 4 

NO IMPROVEMENT 
POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE 3 

TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
OBSERVATION NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

REGRESS  IONS  

X VALUE 
1.00000 

2.00000 

3.00000 

4.00000 

5.00000 

6.00000 

7.00000 

8.00000 

9.00000 

10.00000 

11.00000 

12.00000 

13.00000 

14.00000 

Y VALUE 
10.00000 

16.00000 

20.00000 

23.00000 

25.00000 

26.00000 

30.00000 

36.00000 

48.00000 

62.00000 

78.00000 

94.00000 

107.00000 

118.00000 

Y ESTIMATE 
15.60131 

14.54809 

15.27956 

17.71113 

21.75821 

27.33621 

34.36054 

42.74661 

52.40983 

63.26560 

75.22935 

88.21648 

102.14239 

116.92250 

132.47222 

RESIDUAL 
5.60131 

1.45191 

4.72044 

5.28887 

3.24179 

-1.33621 

-4.36054 

- 6.74661 

-4.40983 

- 1.26560 

2.77065 

5.8352 

4.85761 

1.07750 

- 5.47222 

	

15.00000 	127.00000 

	

( 1-IELP=99) 	0 
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STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 99 

PRINCIPAL MODULES 

1 = EDIT 
2 = PLOTS 
3 = STATS 

4 = CORRELATION 
5 = REGRESSIONS 
6 = NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
99 = HELP 
0 = STOP 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 6 

ENTER FUNCTION USING 
V1 TO V5, K1 TO K9, Z1 TO Z9 

E.G.: 	(K1*Z1+Z2*V2-V1)**2 
VI ARE INDEXED VARIABLES FROM YOUR FILE 
KI ARE REAL CONSTANT VALUES 
ZI ARE SEARCH VARIABLES 
YOU WILL BE PROMTED TO IDENTIFY 
VI, RI, ZI LATER ON. 
(V1-Z1-(1.-Z1)*(EXP(Z2*V2/Z3)-1.)/(EXP(Z2*V2/Z3)+EXP(Z2) - 2.))**2 

ENTER NAMES OF INDEXED VARIABLES V 

ENTER NAME ( V1 ) : NLY 
ENTER NAME ( V2 ) : NLX 
ENTER ESTIMATES FOR SEARCH VARIABLES Z 

Z1 =.3 

Z2 =1 

Z3 =100 

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = 	.29276191E+00 
NEED A NEW GUESS  (YIN)  7N 
VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = 	.29276191E+00 
VALUES OF FIRST ESTIMATES ARE : 

Z1 = 	.30000000E+00 

Z2 = 	.10000000E+01 

Z3 = 	.10000000E+03 

YOU MAY NOW USE ONE OF THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
NONLIN OPTIONS 

1 = EDITING FUNCTION 
2 = POWELL METHOD 
3 = SIMPLEX METHOD 
4 = ROSENBROCK METHOD 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) : 2 

POWELL ALGORITHM 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS = 40 
PRINTING OPTION 	 = 2 

ESCALE FACTOR 	 = 1. 

TOLERANCES ARE : 	 .01500000 	 .05000000 	5.00000000 

DO YOU ACCEPT THESE DEFAULT VALUES (Y/N)Y 

POWELL-BOTM OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE 
PARAMETERS 
N = 3 	MAXIT = 	40 	ESCALE = 1.00 
INITIAL GUESSES (Z) 	 ACCURACY REQUIRED FOR VARIABLES (E) 

3.00000000E - 01 	 1.50000000E-02 

1.00000000E+00 	 5.00000000E-02 

1.00000000E+02 	 5.00000000E+00 
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.23253187E - 01 

.12704995E - 01 

.11064164E - 01 

.11059149E - 01 

F = 

F=  

F= 

 F = 

F = 

F= 

F 

.29276191E+00 

.24608148E-01 

.11468238E-01 

.11067242E-01 

.11057677E-01 

.11057558E-01 

LS 	82 
.11057395E - 01 

.11757275E - 01 

.11079626E-01 

ITERATION 	1 
.30000000E-01 

ITERATION 	2 
.12608660E+00 

ITERATION 	3 
.14465958E+00 

ITERATION 	4 
.14344050E+00 

C TO CONTINUE 	C 

21 FUNCTION VALUES 
.16367218E+01 	.10098786E+03 

32 FUNCTION VALUES 
.23420329E+01 	.11508342E+03 

46 FUNCTION VALUES 
•29022605E+01 	.11736274E+03 

55 FUNCTION VALUES 
.28981023E+01 	.11706335E+03 

END OF MINIMIZATION PROCESS 
OPTIMUM VALUE OF F = 	.11059149E - 01 
VALUES OF THE VARIABLES 
Z(1) = 	•14344050E+00 
Z(2) = 	.28981023E+01 
Z(3) = 	.11706335E+03 

C TO CONTINUE : C 
NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) : 99 
NONLIN OPTIONS 

1 = EDITING FUNCTION 
2 = POWELL METHOD 
3 = SIMPLEX METHOD 
4 = ROSENBROCK METHOD 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) : 3 
SIMPLEX ALGORITHM 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS = 1000 
NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS = 	5 
VARIANCE CONVERGENCE 	 = 0.2 
STEP LENGTH MODIFIER 	 = 1.0 

DO YOU ACCEPT THESE DEFAULT VALUES (Y/N)Y 
"Z" VARIABLES TO BE BOUNDED  (YIN) ?Y 
THE BOUNDARY CODE VALUES ARE : 

0 = NO BOUNDS 
1 = UPPER BOUND ONLY 
2 = LOWER BOUND ONLY 
3 = BOTH UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS 

ENTER FOR EACH VARIABLE A BOUNDARY CODE : 0 1 3 
UPPER BOUND FOR Z2 : 3 
LOW. AND UP. BOUNDS FOR Z3 : 80 120 
ITERATION 	0 	 1 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = 

.30000000E+00 	.10000000E+01 	.10000000E+03 
ITERATION 	10 	 21 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = 

•12155350E+00 	.34864540E+01 	•10605281E+03 
ITERATION 	20 	 40 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = 

•13501238E+00 	.26704574E+01 	.11441082E+03 
ITERATION 	30 	 59 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = 

.14623668E+00 	•29142227E+01 	.11732727E+03 
ITERATION 	40 	 77 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = 

.14383445E+00 	.28979878E+01 	.11705614E+03 
ITERATION 	41 	 80 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = 

•14426217E+00 	.29003973E+01 	.11702954E+03 
NB. OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS CLOSING CRITERION 
SIMPLEX RESTARTED 	CONVERGENCE 2.00000E-01 	NB FUNC CAL 

83 FUNCTION VALUES 
.29003973E+01 	.11702954E+03 

104 FUNCTION VALUES 
•33082066E+01 	.11780918E+03 

123 FUNCTION VALUES 
•28990032E+01 	.11721387E+03 

ITERATION 	41 
.14416217E+00 

ITERATION 	50 
.15441326E+00 

ITERATION 	60 
.14229632E+00 
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ITERATION 	70 	 141 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = .11058419E-01 

.14343639E+00 	.28859213E+01 	.11700623E+03 

ITERATION 	72 	 146 FUNCTION VALUES 	 F = .11057505E-01 

.14402208E+00 	.29060216E+01 	.11699885E+03 

NB. OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS CLOSING CRITERION 
SIMPLEX RESTARTED 	CONVERGENCE 2.00000E-01 	NB FUNC CALLS 	147 

ITERATION 	72 
.14412208E+00 

ITERATION 	80 
.15015989E+00 

ITERATION 	90 
.14955742E+00 

ITERATION 100 

.14376090E+00 

ITERATION 110 

.14371400E+00 

ITERATION 111 

148 FUNCTION VALUES 
.29060216E+01 	.11699885E+03 

167 FUNCTION VALUES 
.31731898E+01 	.11308295E+03 

185 FUNCTION VALUES 
.30054079E+01 	• 11825511E+03 

202 FUNCTION VALUES 
.28928878E+01 	.11717375E+03 

219 FUNCTION VALUES 
•28990531E+01 	.11697222E+03 

222 FUNCTION VALUES 

F = .11057450E-01 

F = .13044023E - 01 

F = .11134380E-01 

F = .11060418E-01 

F = .11057387E - 01 

F = .11057306E-01 

•14391411E+00 	• 28994883E+01 	• 11701587E+03 
NB. OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS CLOSING CRITERION 

C TO CONTINUE : C 

END OF MINIMIZATION PROCESS 
OPTIMUM VALUE OF F = 	• 11057306E-01 
VALUES OF THE VARIABLES 
Z(1) = 	• 14391411E+00 
Z(2) = 	• 28994883E+01 
Z(3) = 	.11701587E+03 

C TO CONTINUE : C 

NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) 	99 

NONLIN OPTIONS 

1 = EDITING FUNCTION 
2 = POWELL METHOD 
3 = SIMPLEX METHOD 
4 = ROSENBROCK METHOD 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) 	4 

ROSENBROCK ALGORITHM 
MAX. NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 	 = 1000 

MAX. NUMBER OF AXES ROTATIONS 	 = 	20 

NUMBER OF SUCCESSIVE FAILURES BEFORE TERMINATION = 	5 

CODE OF STEP SIZE TO BE USED AFTER ROTATION 	 1 

TOLERANCE FOR FUNCTION BETWEEN 2 EVALUATIONS 	= 0.01 
SCALING FACTOR FOR STEP SIZE INCREASE (.GE.1) 	= 1.1 

SCALING FACTOR FOR STEP SIZE REDUCTION (.LE.1) 	= 0.9 

INITIAL STEP SIZES FOR THE VARIABLES ARE : 

.01500000 	 .05000000 	 5.00000000 

DO YOU ACCEPT THESE DEFAULT VALUES (Y/N)N 

ENTER 10 NEW VALUES : 1000 20 5 1 .0001 1.1 .9 .005 .01 1 

ROSENBROCK MINIMIZATION PROCEDURE 
PARAMETERS 
MAXK = 1000 	MKAT = 20 	MCYC = 5 	NSTEP = 1 

ALPHA = 1.10 	BETA = 	.90 	EPSY = 	1.0000E-04 

STAGE NUMBER 	1 	 84 FUNCTION VALUES 
•90789046E-01 	 .22109994E+01 	 .11029741E+03 

CLOSING CRITERION IS: 
TOLERANCE ON FUNCTION MINIMUM VALUE 
STAGE NUMBER 	2 	 156 FUNCTION VALUES 

.90620722E-01 	 .23315371E+01 	 .11057446E+03 

C TO CONTINUE 	C 

F = .14248758E - 01 

F = 	.13315771E-01 
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END OF MINIMIZATION PROCESS 
OPTIMUM VALUE OF F = 	.13315771E-01 
VALUES OF THE VARIABLES 
Z(1) = 	.90620722E-01 
Z(2) = 	.23315371E+01 
Z(3) = 	.11057446E+03 

C TO CONTINUE : C 
NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) : 0 
STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 0 
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APPENDIX B 

EDITING FUNCTIONS FOR NON-LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 



EDITING FUNCTIONS FOR NON-LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 

Example 1 

This first example uses data which illustrate the multiple 
linear regression option in the sample run presented in 
Appendix A. The objective function is the sum of the 
weighted squares of residuals: 

F 
[MLR3  — (a, + a/  MLR1 + a2  MLR2)]2  

= 
1=1 	 MLRR  

Since indexed variables are used, the program automat- 
ically performs the summation of all the following F1  values: 

[MLR3(i) — [a, +  a 1  MLR1(i) + a2  MLR2(i)B 2  

MLRR(i) 

The calculation of this function using the function-editing 
option of STAMP is shown on the following page. 
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PRINCIPAL MODULES

1 = EDIT

2 = PLOTS

3 - STATS

4 = CORRELATION

5 = REGRESSIONS

6 = NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION

99 = HELP

0 = STOP

STAMP (HELP=99) : 6

ENTER FUNCTION USING

V1 TO V5, K1 TO K9, Z1 TO Z9

E.G.: (K1*Z1+Z2*V2-V1)**2

VI ARE INDEXED VARIABLES FROM YOUR FILE

KI ARE REAL CONSTANT VALUES

ZI ARE SEARCH VARIABLES

YOU WILL BE PROMTED TO IDENTIFY

VI, KI, ZI LATER ON.

(V1-(Z1*V2+Z2*V3))**2/V4

ENTER NAMES OF INDEXED VARIABLES V

ENTER NAME ( V1 ) : MLR3

ENTER NAME ( V2 MLR1
ENTER NAME ( V3 ) s MLR2

ENTER NAME ( V4 MLRR

ENTER ESTIMATES FOR SEARCH VARIABLES Z

Z1 =.1

Z2 =.5

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F= .20673293E+02
NEED A NEW GUESS (YIN) ?N

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = .20673293E+02
VALUES OF FIRST ESTIMATES ARE

Z1 = .10000000E+00

Z2 = .50000000E+00

YOU MAY NOW USE ONE OF THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
NONLIN OPTIONS

--------------

1 = EDITING FUNCTION

2 = POWELL METHOD

3 = SIMPLEX METHOD

4 = ROSENBROCK METHOD

99 = HELP

0 = EXIT

NONLIN (HELP=99) 0
STAMP (HELP=99) : 0
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Example 2 

This second example illustrates the optimization of a func-
tion that does not use indexed variables: 

F =  —3803.84  — 138.08 X1 —  232.92X2  + 123.08 X1 2 
 + 203.64 X22  + 182.25 X1 X2 

This function would use 67 characters if written in stan-
dard FORTRAN. However, using the real constant fea-
ture of the function-editing option of STAMP it requires 
only 41 characters. The programming of this function 
using the function-editing option of STAMP is shown on 
the following page. 
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PRINCIPAL MODULES 

1 = EDIT 
2 = PLOTS 
3 = STATS 

4 = CORRELATION 
5 = REGRESSIONS 
6 = NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
99 = HELP 
0 = STOP 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 6 

ENTER FUNCTION USING 
V1 TO V5, K1 TO K9, Z1 TO Z9 

E.G.: 	(K1*Z1+Z2*V2-V1)**2 
VI ARE INDEXED VARIABLES FROM YOUR FILE 
KI ARE REAL CONSTANT VALUES 
ZI ARE SEARCH VARIABLES 
YOU WILL BE PROMTED TO IDENTIFY 
VI, KI, ZI LATER ON. 
K1-K2*Z1+K3*Z2+K4*Z1*Z1+K5*Z2*Z2+K6*Z1*Z2 

ENTER REAL CONSTANT K VALUES 
K1 = - 3803.84 

K2 =138.08 
K3 = - 232.992 

K4 =123.08 

K5 =203.64 

K6 =182.25 

ENTER ESTIMATES FOR SEARCH VARIABLES Z 
_ 

Z1 =.2 

Z2 =.5 

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = 	-.38738938E+04 
NEED A NEW GUESS  (YIN)  7N 
VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = 	-.38738938E+04 
VALUES OF FIRST ESTIMATES ARE : 

Z1 = 	.20000000E+00 

Z2 = 	.50000000E+00 

YOU MAY NOW USE ONE OF THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
NONLIN OPTIONS 

1 = EDITING FUNCTION 
2 = POWELL METHOD 
3 = SIMPLEX METHOD 
4 = ROSENBROCK METHOD 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) : 0 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 0 
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e otNLX, _ 1 

 NLY, — Rf — (1 — Rf) 	
d (2) 

e ŒNLX I  + ea — 2 
d 

éceNLX  _ 1 
d Rf + (1 — Rf) (6) 

e ocNLX  _ 	_ 2 
d 

-Example 3 

This example illustrates a more complex problem involv-
ing implicit FORTRAN functions and indexed variables. 
Based on the well-known model of Lynch, the program 
is used here to find the best values of the parameters of 
the efficiency curve of a hydrocyclone. Observed effi-
ciency values and sieve sizes have been entered in the 
STAMP data files and named respectively NLY and 
NLX. The model equation is given here: 

e_aX _ 1 
d 

0C( e__ +  e  — 2 
d 

where Y is the predicted eff iciency curve 
X are the sieve sizes 
Rf, a and d are the parameters to be found. 

The solution is obtained by minimizing F (the sum of 
squares of residuals) with respect to Rf,  o and d (the 
search variables): 

F = 

Since one might need the values of the efficiency curve 
predicted by the model, the CREATE option of the EDIT 
module of STAMP is used for this purpose. 

The independent index variable is defined as such, but 
the previous search variables are here defined as real 
parameters using the values obtained by the optimiza-
tion algorithm. The dependent index variable, of course, 
is not used any longer. 

The edited function is: 

The resultant indexed variable is the efficiency curve 
predicted by the model. It may be given a name and 
compared to the observed eff iciency curve using the 
EXAMINE option of the EDIT module. 

The printout of the edition of F-function; the calculation 
of predicted efficiency values and the comparison 
between the predicted and observed values are shown 
on the following page. 

Y = Rf + (1 — Rf) (1) 
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PRINCIPAL MODULES 

1 = EDIT 
2 = PLOTS 
3 = STATS 

4 = CORRELATION 
5 = REGRESSIONS 
6 = NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
99 = HELP 
0 = STOP 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 6 

ENTER FUNCTION USING 
V1 TO V5, K1 TO K9, Z1 TO Z9 

E.G.: 	(K1*Z1+Z2*V2-V1)**2 
VI ARE INDEXED VARIABLES FROM YOUR FILE 
KI ARE REAL CONSTANT VALUES 
ZI ARE SEARCH VARIABLES 
YOU WILL BE PROMTED TO IDENTIFY 
VI, RI, ZI LATER ON. 
(V1 - Z1-(1.-Z1)*(EXP(Z2*V2/Z3) - 1.)/(EXP(Z2*V2/Z3)+EXP(Z2)-2.))**2 

ENTER NAMES OF INDEXED VARIABLES V 

ENTER NAME ( V1 ) 	NLY 
ENTER NAME ( V2 ) : NLX 
ENTER ESTIMATES FOR SEARCH VARIABLES Z 

Z1 =.3 

Z2 =1 

Z3 =100 

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = 	.29276191E+00 
NEED A NEW GUESS  (YIN)  7N 
VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION F = 	.29276191E+00 
VALUES OF FIRST ESTIMATES ARE : 

Z1 = 	.30000000E+00 

Z2 = 	.10000000E+01 

Z3 = 	.10000000E+03 

YOU MAY NOW USE ONE OF THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
NONLIN OPTIONS 

1 = EDITING FUNCTION 
2 ° POWELL METHOD 
3 = SIMPLEX METHOD 
4 = ROSENBROCK METHOD 
99 = HELP 
0 = EXIT 

NONLIN 	 (HELP=99) : 0 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 99 

PRINCIPAL MODULES 

1 = EDIT 
2 = PLOTS 
3 = STATS 

4 = CORRELATION 
5 = REGRESSIONS 
6 = NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
99 = HELP 
0 = STOP 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 1 

EDIT 	 (HELP=99) 	2 

CREATE A VAR 	(HELP=99) : 2 

ENTER STOP TO EXIT 
ENTER NAME ( IND ) : NLX 
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ENTER NAME ( IND ) : STOP 
ENTER 0 TO EXIT 
ENTER A PARAMETER : .14344 

ENTER A PARAMETER : 2.8981 

ENTER A PARAMETER 117.06 

ENTER A PARAMETER : 0 

V1 = NLX 

K1 = 	.14344E+00 

K2 = 	.28981E+01 

K3 = 	.11706E+03 

ENTER FUNCTION 
Kl+(1. -K1)*(EXP(K2*V1/K3) - 1.)/(EXP(K2*V1/K3)+EXP(K2)-2.) 

.172E+00 .188E+00 .212E+00 .261E+00 .344E+00 .504E+00 .734E+00 

.926E+00 .992E+00 .100E+01 

INSERT VARIABLE IN FILE Y/N7Y 
ENTER A NAME FOR THE VARIABLE (4 CHARACTERS): NLY* 
ENTER A DESCRIPTOR (16 CHAR.) FOR THIS NAME :NLY* 

DESCRIPTOR g FRED. EFF. CURVE 
CREATE A VAR 	(HELP=99) 	0 

EDIT 	 (HELP=99) : 4 

EXAMINE VAR 	(HELP=99) : 2 

HOW MANY VARIABLES WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIST (MAX = 5, STOP = 0)73 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : NLX 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : NLY 
ENTER NAME ( 	) : NLY* 
SEQUENCE NLX 	 NLY 	 NLY* 

NUMBER ---- 

1 .190E+02 .200E+00 .172E+00 

2 .270E+02 .220E+00 .188E+00 

3 .370E+02 .180E+00 .212E+00 

4 .530E+02 .240E+00 .261E+00 

5 .740E+02 .300E+00 .344E+00 

6 .105E+03 .550E+00 .504E+00 

7 .148E+03 .750E+00 .734E+00 

8 .210E+03 .880E+00 .926E+00 

9 .305E+03 .960E+00 .992E+00 

10 .420E+03 .980E+00 .100E+01 

EXAMINE VAR 	(HELP=99) : 0 

EDIT 	 (HELP=99) : 0 

STAMP 	 (HELP=99) : 0 
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APPENDIX C 

SAMPLE OF A CONTROL CARD DECK 



.PROC,STAMP84,IDY=#ID,SUMODES=INTER,ZPFN,ZID. 

.* *************************************************************** 

.* 

.* 	STAMP84 PROCEDURE: 

.* 	 IDY 	= DATA FILES IDENT 

.* 	 UMODE = BATCH : DATA ARE TO BE EDITED IN BATCH MODE 

.* 	 CLEAN : CLEAN UP DATA FILES PRIOR EXECUTION 

.* 	 ZPFN = PFN OF THE BATCH DATA FILE WHEN UMODE = BATCH 

.* 	 ZID 	= ID OF THE BATCH DATA FILE WHEN UMODE = BATCH 

.* 
DAYFILE(OFF) 
.* 
.* 	ATTACH DATA FILES 
.* 
ATTACH,TAPE25,IDY_STAMP,ID=INDEX. 
ATTACH,TAPE26,IDY_STAMP,ID=DATA. 

JUST IN CASE... TAKE COPIES' 

REQUEST,D1,*PF. 
REQUEST,D2,*PF. 
COPY,TAPE25,D1. 
COPY,TAPE26,D2. 
REWIND,D1,D2,TAPE25,TAPE26. 
CATCYC,D1,IDY_SAVESTAMP,ID=INDEX,RP=999. 
CATCYC,D2,IDY_SAVESTAMP,ID=DATA,RP=999. 
SKIP, OK. 
EXIT. 

* 	DATA FILES DO NOT EXIST YET. USE TESTSTAMP FILES TO INITIALIZE THEM 

ATTACH,TAPE36,TESTSTAMP,ID=INDEX,MR=1. 
ATTACH,TAPE36,TESTSTAMP,ID=DATA,MR=1. 
REWIND,TAPE35,TAPE36. 
REQUEST,TAPE25,*PF. 
REQUEST,TAPE26,*PF. 
COPYRMS,TAPE35,TAPE25. 
COPYRMS,TAPE36,TAPE26. 
REWIND,TAPE25,TAPE26. 
CATALOG,TAPE25,IDY_STAMP,ID=INDEX,RP=60. 
CATALOG,TAPE26,IDY_STAMP,ID=DATA,RP=60. 
RETURN,TAPE35,TAPE36,TXT. 
ENDIF,OK. 
IFE,SUMODES.NE.$INTER$,DOINTER. 
ATTACH,LIB,STAMP84,ID=EDTLIB. 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
IFE,SUMODE$.NE.$CLEANS,DOCLEAN. 
REMARK. 
REMARK. 	DATA ARE EDITED IN BATCH MODE 
REMARK. 
ATTACH,TAPE10,ZPFN,ID=ZID. 
ADSTAMP. 
LIBRARY. 
RETURN,TAPE10,LIB. 
SKIP,DOINTER. 
ENDIF,DOCLEAN. 
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* * * 

** * 

*** 

*** 

* * * 

* * * 

REMARK. 
REMARK. 	CLEANING UP STAMP DATA FILES 
REMARK. 
REQUEST,TAPE35,*PF. 
REQUEST,TAPE36,*PF. 
CLEANF. 
RETURN,TAPE25,TAPE26. 
BATCH,TAPE35,RENAME,TAPE25. 
BATCH,TAPE36,RENAME,TAPE26. 
CATCYC,TAPE25,IDY STAMP,ID=INDEX,RP=999,KP=2. 
CATCYC,TAPE26,IDYISTAMP,ID=DATA,RP=999,KP=2. 
LIBRARY. 
RETURN,LIB. 
ENDIF,DOINTER. 
REMARK. 
REMARK. 	STAMP EXECUTION STARTS NOW 
REMARK. 
ATTACH,PSTAMP,STAMP84,ID=SEGLIB,MR=1. 
PSTAMP. 
.* 

SAVE NEW FILES AND PURGE COPIES 
.* 
EXTEND,TAPE25. 
EXTEND,TAPE26. 
PURGE ,Dl. 
PURGE, D2. 
RETURN,TAPE25,TAPE26,PSTAMP,TAPE20,D1,D2. 
DAYFILE(ON) 
REVERT. 
EXIT, U. 
REMARK. 
REMARK. *** 
REMARK. *** 	PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED DURING EXECUTION, 
REMARK. *** 	REFER TO DAYFILE FOR ERROR MESSAGES. 
REMARK. *** 	IF PROBLEMS ARISE IN ACCESSING IDY DATA FILES, 
REMARK. *** 	USE IDY_SAVE INSTEAD, AND PURGE OLD FILES. 
REMARK. *** 	UNDER THAT EVENT, LAST MODIFICATIONS TO DATA FILE 
REMARK. *** 	ARE UNFORTUNATELY LOST. 
REMARK. *** 
RETURN,D1,D2,TAPE25,TAPE26,PSTAMP,TAPE20. 
COPDF,XX. 
REWIND,XX. 
COPY,XX. 
RETURN,XX. 
DAYFILE,ON. 
REVERT. 
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.DATA,DATASEG. 
EDF 	TREE 	EDFUNC-(TABLE2,EXTFNC,BRAKET) 
ROSE 	'TREE 	ROSENB - NBROCK 
SPLX 	TREE 	SIMPLX - (BOUND,LUBND,SMPLX-(DISPL,FUNC)) 
POW 	TREE 	POWELL-BOTM 
BRAN 	TREE 	COMPRS-(EDF,POW,SPLX,ROSE) 
NLIN 	TREE 	NONLIN -FUNCT - BUILD - ERROR-FONCT2-BASICO-ARGUM2-BRAN 
POLY 	TREE 	POLYRG - (ORDER,GDATA,MULTR) 
POLYRG INCLUDE MINV 
MREG7 	INCLUDE GMPRD 
REG4A 	TREE 	LREG4A-LREG4H 
REGSIM TREE 	SPOCLR - (REG4A,LREG4B,LREG4C,LREG4D,LREG4E,LREG4F,LREG4G) 
MLR4 	TREE 	MREG4-(SMPY,TPRD,MINV,GMPRD) 
MLR5 	TREE 	MREG5-(MATA,SSUB) 
MLR6 	TREE 	MREG6-DCPY 
MLR7 	TREE 	MREG7 - GMTRA 
MLRINT TREE 	INTMLR - LOC - (MREG1,EXPVAR,MLR4,MLR5,MLR6,MLR7) 
STEP 	TREE 	STPRG - STOUT 
REGSR 	TREE 	SR-(CORRE2,STEP) 
SELREG TREE 	DOREG - (REGSIM,REGSR,MODEL,INSTR,MLRINT,POLY) 
THESIS TREE 	PTHESIS -FONCT -ARGUM - OPERAT 
EXP 	TREE 	BLDEXP - ERREUR-REPACK-(TABLE,EXTFTN,THESIS) 
EDITE 	TREE 	EDIT - MODIFY - CREATE-INSERT-FRMEQU-EXP 
ARBRE 	TREE 	STATS - (EDITE,PLOTS,DSTATS,CORRE,SELREG) 
EXA 	TREE 	EXAVAR - LIST - LISDATA - PUTVAR-ARBRE 

TREE 	STAMP - (FIXFIT,INTRO,GETVAR-HOLD-(NLIN;EXA)) 
COMMON IO,WORK,FILINFO,ANSWERS,V1V5,ARG,DIN 
END 	STAMP 
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Canadi3. 
Printed in Canada 


